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Although the Germans In Picardy
....
....
nn.l r iiuiuiin
...In.. ail".
iinvi
IML'fJIHK up Ull-preparations for a resumption of their
spring drive, there is as yet no indication that an attack on a largo scale is
Immediately imminent.
While the bifr guns continue to roar
in mighty duels on various sectors
and here and there small bands of
infantry leave their trenches in raids
or smnll attacks with the object of
capturing pieces of terrain which may
bp of strategic values when the big
fight begins.
. .The latest of those
small affairs
"where a bit of ground was required,
has been successfully carried out bv
the British in the capture of tho vilon'tho Amiens
lage of
sector. Not only was the position taken, but with It 360 prisoners and
twenty machine guns. Field Marshal
Ilaig's own casualties were slight.
In raiding operations northwest of
Albert and near Hanilc, the Hrltish
also were enabled to take additional
prisoners and machine guns.
That the Germans have the capture
of Petrograd in prospect seems evident from their latest operations in
the Gulf of Finland. Hero they have
taken the Island of BJorko, which lies
only thirty miles northwest of the
.''Russian - capital. ' '
from Russia show that
,,- Dispatches
again there In considerable activity in
At
a
and In Persia.
Paku, on the western shore of the
the
Caspian sea In
have
and Bolshevik
Mussulmen
'fought a battle in which, according
to Moscow newspapers, 2,000 persons
were killed and 3,000 wounded, while
In Persia the Turks have occupied
several towns south of Lake Urmia.
The operations in Persia may indicate
that it Is the purpose of the Ottoman
forces to harrass the British line of
Tiirris
the
along
Communication
river.
Advices from Amsterdam say that
fourteen persons were killed and a
largo number injured In the bombing raid carried out by allied aviators
on Cologne last Saturday.
n
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May IS. General Perby
shing's commique issued tonight retho war department announces the
pulse of enemy raids last night in
Picardy and in Lorraine and theLorof another today in the
raine sector.
In the Wouvre, It saiis, there has
been continuous aerial activity and
moi'icaii ;planes have, .enrpsed ,'in
(several successful enocuntcrs. Kicken-backeAir fights of Lieutenant
Captain Peterson and Lieutenant Chambers, previously described
In press dispatches, are recorded In
the commlque.
The aerman wireless press is quoted
as announcing that the bread ration
will be reduced June 15 from 200 to
160 grama, because of the uncertainty
concerning supplies from Ukraine,
.
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A summary of local weather condihours ended
tions for the twenty-fou- r
follows: Maxiat 8 P- m. yesterday
SO
mum temperature,
degrees: minimum, 4 0;. range, 40;- temperature at
tt p. m
southwest ind; clear.

VU Is Quiet at.Pnbtin.
Dublin, Saturday, May 18. Count
Plunkett. member ot parliament for
Roscommon, was arrested here tonight.. No. further arrests are ex!
q1"t here.
pected Immediately. AU

Juaress, Mcx., May 19. Gen. Francisco Murguia, commander of the
northern military zone, whjch includes
Chihuahua, has been transferred to
the south, It was unofficially announced here today. General Murguia
was called to Mexico City recently for
a conference with President Carrania.
His place Will be taken by General
Joaquin Amaro, commander In the
state of Durango.
General Amaro Is a Mexican Indian
who wears rings in his ears.
A general change In border commanders Is expected, Including thq
transfer of Gen. Jose E. Carlos Mur-bulcommander of the border troops.
a,

THE WEATHER
FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., May 19. New Mexico: Monday and Tuesday fair; not
much change In temperature.
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May 19. UailroadS
Washington,
under government operation this year
will spend nearly a billion dollars for
additions, betterments and equipment,
or approximately three times as much
as In uny one of the last three years.
;
Total capital expenditures approved
A
$
j
by the railroad administration as an
H
--.
r
nounced today are (937,961,318. Of
.
i.i- - ,r-this big sum, 14u,07 1,000 will be
If amy,"
"Ah long as our boy wear tlui uniform of tlw
;Mayti li( iil;irly niluptcl mid like our men we have cnlMcd for tho Munition of spent for additions and betterment,
"
tlu-conc
i
to
,'1'
WI"'
niciiibcrs
of
the
livc
iiusl.aml
coiistim
lsjht
is mi American !"l(
such us stations and other property
Mrs. Leslie Moon of Conmndo Beach. u!.. wIiom
c
II the Xnii'i'icaii ni
t roxs arc: Mm. Chins Sprccklcs, improvements;
lied
79. 686,000 forequip.
lor a certain number i hours oah, Iiii;ciil.
,
,
,
.,..,
,,,.,,,
.aviator, -- wo lll vein- this uiiiloi-i iu
i,,..,.!.,
ment, cars and locomotives already orVo' have enlisted in that :irt of tho nmiy for which wmm-arc jKir- - Toledo, .'. and Jlr.-,-. Leslie .Moon of Coroiuido Bciich, t'al.
day.
dered through the railroad administration, and 18,:03,O00 for track
j
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BURNED TO DEATH

(By Morning Journal Special Leased Win1.)
London, May iv. The Observer, Koverniuent. i.s thrc.'-foli!t is, first,
com Hunting on the Irish situation, Ui restore the nnrmi'l order of civilized .society; second, to apply gradur,:iys:
"A bruvc stop has been taken in ally equal military service, as in Kng.
Ireland for grave i siuix. Friday land, Scotland and Wales; third, to Fire Believed to Have Been
r Do Valeiu, 'piesi-- ,
ring In ;h home rule bill.
morning Pruf:
dent of the gi ? Iciu Uiir',yf ( ml tuany ,. w nm pi .jrnn nwm r uvr, ..'..qmU'o',
Started Prom a Lamp Exother extremists of the same organl-zatio- n and what I.s In hind his' manifesto to
Ante; lea He Is, of couise, nominally
were arrested.
plosion, Cremates All Who
fw the war, but he will not lift an ef"The reason Is these avowed .separaWere in the House,
tors and
have once more fective finger to help it. He and his
!
resist
the
unconditionally
been in treasonable touch with Ihe fellow.-of conscription, though that j IBf MOHNINO JO JINAt EPrciAL LKAttD WIRtl
enemy, despite the leniency with principle
Silver City, N. M.. May 19. Five
which they were treated after the last is a matter of federal policy as im- iiitslinuulilc within tin- solo compe-to.ie- e children of Thomas Plnson, a ranch
Dublin outbreak, revolt and sabotage.
of the impel ial parliament on man living five miles east of here,
"In view of Admiral von Cappelle's
burned to death late last night
assertion that Ocrniany la assured for this side of Ihe Atlantic as in tiiat of 'were
congress on tlie other
Cun the Hn a fire which destroyed the Plnson
ytara to come of a steady supply of president and tit people side.
Of six children alone in the
of the United home.
I'.boats which never ceases, tlieir ef- Stalls
Imagine any situation In which house, Levi, aged il, who had gone to
forts to get in touch with tlie Sinn
body of Am'ciiians in a crisis like the well for a drink, was the only one
Feiners und separatists, this repeated oily
survive.
treason must lie put down with an this would refus:. equal service muI to Those
who perished were: Bertha,
defy congress'.'
unflinching .hand and prevented from
"On these matters of facts, which aged 13; Kva, aged 10; Oeurgn, aged
recurring.
are ahrinlutcly within our knowledge, G, and Alice nnd Mary, IKyear-ol- d
"We hope that President Wilson we have lure made
three assertions. twins.
and the United States will not be We beg all America to note it. We
Mr. nd Mrs. pinson had gone to a
misled by John IMllon's manifesto. urge them to
discourage sophisticated neighboring ranch to pass the evening
Wo hope they will set themselves fully partisan rhetoric,
In the
alone
contrary to fact and leaving tho children
to understand what the British pol- deeply
disadvantageous to every pur- house. An exploding lamp Is believed
In
Is.
Is
Ireland
a
It
icy
really
plain pose
constructive, good will on to have caused the fire.
thing and an honest thing and is the which Ireland's future depends. And
on
one
tho
we s.iy that the true
only thing compatible,
itntiii)
danger Is that noin;s iti' IX
stde, with the war interests of the althe nationalists of Ireland are tiro,
A.SIM.I.i: (illAVK
on
the
while
other side tending virlliig Ireland's worst enemies,
lies,
partly
to
reconcile two breeds and through obsolete
Silver City, N. M., May 111. Five of
steadily
passlonN llngorinir
creeds.
six children comprising the family of
ir Ill
ai:; .'toil reietl. .
"The policy of the Lloyd George tactical politics.
Mr. and Airs. Thomas 11. Plnson, living on a ranch seven miles east of
town, were burned to dentfi last night
when fire destroyed the Plnson home.
The sixth child, Ijcvl, aged nine years,
WOMAN
OF
escaped only because he had gone to
a well near the house to get a drink.
An exploding lamp Is believed to have
U,
started tho fire.
The victims were: Bertha, aged IS;
PICAt. COftffKbHOSOtNCC TO MOftNtN JOURNAL
Kva, aged 10; George, aged 6'. Alice
Philadelphia, May 1. Kvert hear
and Mary, twins, aged 3.
of a town so quiet and orderly that
K.ulior in the evening tlie parents
the entire police force, Ip order to get
of the children hail Bono to a
something to keep them busy, enlisted
ranch, two miles distant, leavIn the marhte corps?
ing the children in care of tho oldest
That is the case of the little town
sifter. Levi, the child who escaped,
said he became thirsty In the night
of Maueh Chunk, Pa., which recently
lav MOPNINO JOURNAL RRCCIAL bAS(0
New York, .May 1 9. "Americans and getting up had gone to the well,
waved a fond farewell to Its whole
yards from the house, to get a
police department without u qualm who fail to do their part In the world fifty
drink. The little fellow said while at
of fear for its own safely as the men crisis are murderers," declared Mrs.
the well he noticed flames Issuing
left for Paris Island, S. C, tho ma- August Belmont in an address here to- from the room and screamed for help,
rine training camp.
night in which she said "that nil the at the same time trying to put out thu
The force consisted of four
imaginations of hell cannot depict the fire with a bucket of water. A passmen liobert Mader, Clinton horrors of front line trench flehting." ing automobile was attracted by the
and
nnd the child's screams
Mader, Charles Shutt and Chester
Mrs. Belmont told of a recent visit blaze
hastened to the house, but when it arBlsby.
to
the
western
front
tho
for
Coss.
Ited
rived the small frame structuro was
The jail at .Maueh Chunk hus noi
been occupied ly a prisoner since last She saiil she experienced throq thrills a mass of flames and there was no
Christmas, hence tho departure of "over there." They were tho sight of chance to save the children sleeping
tho guardians of the peace.
American troops going to the trenches, within.
A search of the ruins revealed that
American wounded being brought
had, apparently been suffocated
from the trenches and tho singing of they
and had died while asleep. The bodies
tho Star Spangled
Banner by our were charred beyond recognition.
wounded soldiers in the hospitals.
The funeral of tho little victims was
Mrs. Belmont told of tho eagerness
held here this afternoon, burial being
to"
of American soldiers
hear an Amer- in a local cemetery. The bodies were
ican woman's voice, saying that she
to a single grave.
was pleaded with to speak more than consigned
UPCCIAL CORAKIPOSDINCI TO HON,N JOURNAL)
time with men in khaki GERMANS
the
MUST NOT
8t. Paul, Minn., May 19. John who permitted
declared
would risk punishPaul Wesley, a patriotic young man ment for the they
of
GO
with
THE WATER
NEAR
privilege
talking
of this city, is mad. In fact he is not
"an honest to Jod American woman."
only fighting mad,' but greatly dls,
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Washington, May 19. An official
American eoinn,ui..uuc from General
Pershing made public by the war do.
partmenl, says yesterday's fighting on
the American front was limited to
reconnaissances nnd intermittently active artillery firinff- increased aerial
activity was reported north of Toul
and Lorraine.
The communique follows:
"Section A. Toduy fighting was limited to reconnaissances and intermittent active artillery fire. There was
increased aerial activity north of Toul
In Lorraine.
"Section B. Further details concerning the bringing down of hostile
planes reported May 15 and 18 are
as follows:
"American aviators were wailing at
one of our large aviation fields for the
commanding general of thij French
armywho was coming to confer decorations on tho following officers:
"Capt. James Norman Hall, Capt.
David Mack Peterson, Lieut. James A.
Meis.sncr, Lieut. Kdward V. Blcken-backcand Second Lieut. Charles iC.
Chapman, of these Captain Hall was
lost and Lieutenant Chapman killed in
combat over' the enemy territory. All
of these pilots have shot down enemy
aircraft as well as performed other
gallant acts. While waiting for the
ceremony to commence, Captain Fet.
erson made an ascent and brought
down two hostile planes, as previous,
ly reported. The following particulars are now added:
Peterson's Fight Doscrilied.
Tho planes were sighted by Captain Peterson, flyirg at 4,000 meters,
in single file, toward our lines. Captain Peterson swung In behind theni
at 5,200 meters and attacked the rear
plane, firing fifty rounds. Tho hostile
plane dove vertically 500 meters and
broke into flames and fell. Captain
Peterson was meanwhile attacjeed ny
a second plane from the front. He
again attacked from above, firing sevenrounds. The hostile plane
ty-five
threw out a cloud of smoke and attempted a sharp turn, but slipped.
The wings folded up. and one fell off
as the plane fell. Both planes were
brought down about eight kilometers
behind the hostile lines.
"After the hostile planes were
brought down the ceremony proceed,
ed before a guard of honor composed
of one Infantry company, one French
Infantry company and a band. Pianos
of the local aviation group lined .up
on the field. Tho decorations were
conferred in the presence of. the
French army corps
commander,
American army corps commander and
other comtrSandlng officers of the
French and American units and thetr
staffs. Continuous patrols kept In the
air during the ceremony and an exhibition flight was given at the end by
the aero squadron to which officers
decorated belonged.
,
"On May 1 Captain Man- attacked
a hostile biplane flying at 2,000 meters behind the lines of the enemy.
He fired twenty rounds and the hos:
tile plane fell in fiaraes.
"On the sftme date Lieutenant
Chambers attacked an enemy observation balloon, firing forty rounds,
-
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Bad Teeth Keep

Young Man From

Joining Marines

appointed.
The cause for John Paul's aid anger and disappointment is that he was
army gas service
rejected for tlie United States marine
corps because of defective teeth. '
tBV MORNIN0 JOURNAL RPCCIAL LKARtD WIRE
"Sherman sail war Is h I,"
Washington, May 18. Major Genstormed John Paul,' "but I think
your examination is even worse. Just eral Wllli'im Sibert, who commanded
because I'm not able to bite the kaiser, j the first division of American troops
I'm rejected. What do want mo to sent to France with General Pershing,
has been relieve of command, of the
do, kill 'em and eat 'era, too?"
'Sorryi old man," said Sergeant southeastern department and detailed
Frank Buck. "Go see a dentist and as director of the gas service of the
then come back. M&ybe
there'JI he a United States army, with headiuarters
'
'
r
in WashiBt"rt,
change then "

siberttod1rect

.

v

.

T
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disclose Director
determination to let the
nuike many
improvements
which they had neglected .during lh
last three years, and postpone, all possible projects requiring big expend1,
lures. It also is shown that the railroad administration Is not encouraging many extensions of lines during
tlie war emergency, and In some cases,
projects already under way have been
The figures
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Prompt Steps Are Taken to Crush
Treason in Ireland; Extremists
of Sinn Fein Party Are Arrested

GREAT ACTIVITY

WAN

v-

,,

i

i-

lXCh REPORT.

CHANGE IN
BORDER COMMANDERS

GENERAL

V

EXTENSIONS OF LINES
GETS NO ENCOURAGEMENT

.

L'T RAINING

Headquarters of American Troops
with British Forces In France, Friday
May 17 (by the Associated Press).
The American troops are putting fin
Ishlng touches to their preparations
for active fighting behind the British
lino In a beautiful rolling country,
which resembles western New York in
full bloom. The Americans Btarted
this morning on maneuvers in which
they took their first long hike In
heavy marching order under a broiling sun.
After six hours the Americans were
still full of go when the correspondent
encountered a long line of Infantry-me- n
resting In the shade of a hedge.
Some were footsore.
"They have covered a good deal of
ground before, but It wa cool," said
the colonel In command. "This is
their first trial under heat and they
are standing it well."
Men Pictures of Health.
The men are pictures of health and
appear to be trained to the hour for
hard fighting. All were in good humor, even those with blistered feet.
"Hail, hail, the gang's all here!"
by his
called one who,
company came limping along down
the dusty road under a heavy pack.
Besides maneuvers and regular exercises the boyg are being coached to
the last minute in British schools In
all the tactics of modern warfare. The
commandant of one of these schools
told the' Associated Press the Americans are keen and quick to learn.
All over the region where Americans are billeted along with the British there are evidences of how well
the Americans are getting on ' with
the British. This feeling is displayed
everywhere they meet and It will aid
in the success of the amalgamation of
the forces.
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imv morning journal rptcial i.tARao winci
Washington. May 19. Thousands of
Red Cross workers will begin tomorrow the raising within tho week of a
second $100,000,000 war fund for
America's army of mercy.
The campaign w?s formally launched last night with an address by President Wilson in New York, in which
he asked the people to give to the relief fund until the giving really hurt.
In the next six days American,
French, British, Canadian and Australian soldiers, many of whom have
been wounded .will carry home to the
nation the needs of the Bed Cross on
the field of battle, in the devastated
districts of France and In the soldiers'
homes and in camps.
France's appreciation of the work of
the American Bed Cross is voiced by
General Foch, commander In chief of
all the armies holding tTTe Huns on
a cablegram received at Bed Cross
headquarters today.
Sure, Fledges of Victory.
"America has come into the war
with the allies," the message saldi
"She has generously brought the aid
of her army, of her resource's, of all
her industrial and commercial power.
These are sure pledges of victory.
"But she had already do.iC still
n,9re.. bjv Her benofieenee. - The African lied Cross has from the beginning
of tho war rendered great service to
our country, whose people and whose
prosperity have suffered so much.
Her acive and fruitful work has dressed many wounds. Her discreet activity
has been felt in tho years of suffering.
"France will keep the
memory cf the Impulse which
has brought Americans to the bedside
of her wounded."
In some parts of the country the
campaign for funds got under way
yesterday and several towns exceeded
their quotas at mass meetings. In
most cities and counties, however, the
funds will be taken in by means of
systematic house to house canvasses.
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Germans in. Picardy and Flan- Thousands of Workers
ders Continue Their PreparBe, Out in Force in An Efations for a Renewal of Of- - fort to Secure the Necesfensive on Big Scale,
sary Amount This Week,
BEING
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III
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THE DURATION :OF THE WAR"
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DUELS

"

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, May 20, 1918.

No. 50.
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tPCCAL LtASCD WlRKl

Washington, May 19. Unnaturalized German men ami women were
warned In a department of Justice
statement today not to go boating on
any river, canal, lake or seashore this
summer, under penalty of violating
regulations governing the conduct of
enemy aliens and being Interned.
These regulations forbid Germans
to go within one hundred yards of
canals, wharves, piers, warehouses, elevators and terminals and require citizens to obtain passes before entering
the water front barred rones.

....

.
discussed.
The railroad administration eliminated $349,247,000. or nearly
of the proposals. Jn .paring
down the budgets to this extent. tb
administration made It plain that
most of its decisions are tentative,
;ciioioii.h With I'3a.Htni Uixn.
In general, the eastern trunk lines
were given generous sums, for Improvements and equipment to enable
them better to hnndlo tho great flood
of traffic to the Atlantic scabourd lor
movement to Europe.
Part of the capital necessary will
be supplied by the government from
the Jf,00,0uo,000 revolving fund of the
railroad administration, although ad.
vances will be repaid eventually by
the interval rBllroads.
Wherever possible tho railroads will:
finance their enterplrses, but the rail- -,
road administration may buy thei
bonds of other securities Issued.Kxaniinatlon of the roads' budgets.'
has been directed by Kobert' Lovett.
chief of tho railroad administration's
division of capital expenditures and
John Skelton Williams, director of finance and purchases,
'
The figures made public show thnt
the New York Central was given
the biggest allowance anfi
virtually nil the road asked. Pensyl-vanl- a
lines east received 161,388,000
and the Pennsylvania lines west
Tho Baltimore und Ohio grot
43, 808,000: the Erie $24,593,000 and.
tho New Haven $24,315,000. Other
big allowances included:
Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe, $ 11,465,000;
Union Pacific, $30,397,000; Southern
Pacific, $29,432,000.
Other roads Included are; Chicago,
Hock Island and Pacific, $14,199,000;
Colorado Southern, $1,871,000; Colorado and Western, $367,0000; Den.
ver and Bio Grande, $2,848,000; Kl
Paso and Southwestern,
$3,329000:
Fort Worth and Denver, $704,000;
Missouri Pacific, $9,926,000; Texas
and Pacific, $6,155,000; Western Pacific, $5,126,000.
one-four- th

0,

0.

TURKISH REGULARS
AND KURDS ADVANCE
(V

MORNINa JOURNAL SRICIAL LCAtIO

WIRtt

Moscow, Saturday, May 11 (By the
Associated Press.)
Turkish regulars
und Kurds, advancing In Persia, have
occupied Soujbulak and L'shnu, south
of Lake Urmia, according to newspa
per dispatches from Tiflts.
A dispatch from Tabria says that
tho Turks' objective Is Knzell, which
will become the central base from
which the British will be menaced In
Mesopotamia.

MUSSULMANS AND
BOLSHEVIK
IRY MORNINO

JOURNAL

CLASH

PtetAL LSAMD WIRtl

'

lxmdon, May 19. Fourteen persons
were killed and more than forty
when entente airplanes raided
Tologno on Saturday, according; to a
lispatch from Amsterdam to the Central News agency. Six allied aviators
participated in tho attack.
Much, damage was done in the center of Cologne, especially In the mar-- ,
kct place.
,

BallONtrlno Kscapcg.
"
Omaha,
Nebl,
Iay 19. Lieut.
Manuel Ballestrino . of the Mexican
army, said to be wanted by federal
authorities on an unnamed charge,
escaped arrest here last night through,
Manestro Clark, who kept the police
at the front door, while BalleatrinO,
'ran out of the rear door .and. escnp.4,
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From Pocket to Pocket
Send money near or far by '

MoniUiS

Kiihy,

.lonrmil St iff
T,'e
An Atlantic ''0, t, 'ily
Koishcvik government of
Ktissla may fall within a few weeks.
Either of two things wi" bring this
about, one is further German military penetration of Great Russia. The
other is Japanese penetration of S-

twen-ty-ilii-

annual reiort ot :.".e Atchin-scTopeka, and Santa Fo railway
company for the year ending Dec. 31,
1917, just made' public, reflects the
changes in industrial conditions and
their effect on a bit; transportation
business liko tho Santa Kc. Tha gross
the
earning.'! for the year reached
high mark of tl5,5i;!i,:in.i5, an in- -j
crease of $21,2:!'J,80. Hut this increase was to a great extent absorbed
by the increase in operating cost and
n,

i

Supplied by Entente,

Battle. Germans.
IQUAV

TO

Amaiillo, Tex., May

Tho
Camp Funston, Kan.. May
hriltiant showing made ty tho negro
soldiers on San Juan hill nearly ten
years ago Can be looked upon as a
criterion of what may be expected of
division of the new
the ninety-secon- d
American army when it gets "over
there." "Remarkable is the word
used by army officers here in describing the development of the negro soldiers sinco they came into camp as
raw recruits. The characteristic makeup of the negro to adapt himself readily to environment is witnessed here
with extreme satisfaction by the superior officers. Realizing the importance of surrounding the dusky soldiers
with such environment that will
out their best qualities and maintain
rega high morale, the ninety-seconiment is accorded aU the'' privileges
In their own division that tho white
soldiers are in theirs.
"The negroes of the ninety-seconare a happy and contented bunch,"
declared one of their number, a former college man. "Among us are many
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WESTERN UIIOI
Money Transfers

ac-

counter-revolutiona- ry

against the Bolshevikl

tivity

)

yithin

is not even remotely probable.
These facts I have secured today

UuskUi

from Americans Just arrived from
.
The information they bring
throws
unexpected light yn the cont:txes, leaving only a net increase over
fusing and contradictory news cabled
ia in of $o:;,r,:is.
from interior Russia.
The capital stock and funded debt
If tho soviet government is not
of the Santa Ke on lee. :!1. l'.H7 were:
crushed from without, the Red duard
-'
DO,
ltii!-s:a-

Safe, quick, inexpensive. Patronized
by the public to the extent of seventy-fiv- e
million dollars yearly.
THE WESTERN

UillON TELEGRAPH

CO.

Icoinmon slock
20.4 ."!," I'd.
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"barbarians," "savand
ferred
stock $U 1.1 7 :!,7U(l.0fl,
may get back into the war to the
20.
bonded debt
The ky
$387.!
extent of keeping a million German ages.''
Tin:
nuiiHicr of stockholilers is 'Ili.JTI, nil soldic s
elements in Finbusy on the eastern, front next
increase during the year ol l.u 4. J tie year. Thia result, however, depends land are ha ml in glove wjth the German
additional
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track
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I
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particularly
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of
sidings 4,!I05; a 'total iniicago of all the Soviet government. President Wilof the crown princess of Gertrack of lfi,l!21 miles.
REP JOHN J. DELANCY
son's opposition to Japanese Interven- uncle
WCIS JOE CANNON
cf BROOKLYN
well educated negroes college gradas king. Bolshevik Red guards
'Kqnipment in Sen Ice.
tion in Sibcria'has produced a distinct many,
in Finland are still fighting against
uate and skilled laborers. These as
The ('luipment in service Dec. !!l, ly favorable result in Russia.
1
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the White guard and their German
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S
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cutive position, more rapidly in fact, Cannon.
tiiain cars, l.tblil passenger Trotzky already number nearly 500,-00- supporters, to prevent this.
Mr.
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freight
have
to the latest arthan such intelligence would
Russia,
is I ho oldest.
Thin fart iilono lias bi'o.igbi I hem to ( tl. r. In addition, Mr. train ears, and work cMiuiptncnt 4,30
The old Russian army Is entire, rivals here,according
It is safe Di'laney is as t harining
can never be drawn'back
won among white troops.
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cars
total
ly
disorganized.
Into the war on the allied side. Bur--,
to say that eighty per cent of the men Knows likes.
for new equipment, costing over
an
Bolsheviks
inherited
Tho
army
if the allies ure willing- - to take the
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$iri.000,000.00. were placed early in
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human
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and handling of traffic, were
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Federal, state, and local tax
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ba cluding agency for tho Harley-DavlCOUNTY. TREASURER. . .
,.
co more trouble with his stomach, ana parade will" be formed which
Sold ver"tnt.i .
German military caste is doing its best
All howeln.
the befit part is that the trouble has not led by school children in the march Son motorcycles, to John H.lo Beth.
to instigate in the Oerman people
him.
returned, I 6annot praise Chamber-Jain'- to the hall wjiere the meellnj If to J'e accountH will he payable
Joucoal Wants Bring Results hatred of the Bolshevlkl. . The Ger.
NE1.N.
MM
"""""""CARL
0.
(Shjneaj
Ttblets too highly."
:
1
i
held,
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American Casualties
rT MOmiM JOUIIHAl. PCIU L..tO WHI
Washington, May 19. The army
oasaulty list Issued today contained
fifty-nin- e
names, divided as follows:
Killed In action 4; died of wounds
4; died of accidents 2; dle"d of disease
,1; wounded
severely :16; wounded
4.
slightly C; missing In action
The list follows:
Killed in Action.
Corporal' Carl E. Miller, Heyworth,
Slumsk,
111.; Cook Henry Sierzyckl
Russia. Privates George Dcvine, Philadelphia, Pa.; John W. White,
'
Mass.
PUmI of Wounds.
Sergeant Wm. Bell, Jr., Atlanta,
C.a.; Corporals Harold A. Jackson,
Bryant's Pond, Me.; Karl Thomas,
South Charleston, O.; Private Jake
:
Levering, Maurice, Iowa.
Pied of
Privates Jesse Chaney, Greenville,
8. C; James J. Doonan, New York
City; Thomas L. Walker, Crewe, Va.
Died of Accident.
Lieutenant Jefferson Davis Vincent,
Markeen Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.; Private Louis W. McManus, Salem, Mass.
Wounded Severely.
Sergeants Clarence J. Callahan, New
Albert Mathon.
Britain,
Conn.;
Vaterbury, Conn.; Corporals Joseph
P. Donovan,
New
Britain, Conn.;
AVIlliam C. Creifzu, Colwyn, Pa.; Frederick L, Jackson, Dorchester, Mass.;
Edward S. Lcblanr, Nashua, N. IT.;
Karl G. Ltillam,
South
Windsor,
Conn.; Mechanics
Ernest I Butler,
"Willimantic, Conn.; Elbert L. Gregory, Keokuk, la.; Charles Harris, Me-- ,
Cooks Henry Clarke,
riden, Conn.;
Bridgeport, Conn.; Francis J. Higgins,
Weriden, Conn.; Privates Lawrence
II. Bates, Terryville, Conn.; Morris
J. Borgeouse, Thompsonville, Conn.;
John J. Burke, Meridcn, Conn.; William B. Coffey, Nashua, N.H.; Stny-- ,
laus Cornell, Bristol, Conn.; Harry G.
Crlssman, San Francisco, Calif.; Martin J. Cummlngs, New York city; Wm.
Barker, Whitehall, N. Y.; Lawrence
tD'ewey, Meriden, Conn.; Irving M.
liawkes, New Haven, Conn.; Max Herbert Hoffman,
ltipon, Wis.;' Wm.
Holmes, Baraboo, Wis.; Charles fiercer Johnson, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Leslie M. Iane, New Haven, Conn.; John
B. Latour, Nashua, N. H.; Joseph L.
Inhnrdt, Brooklyn, NV T.; Thaddeus T.
Mehcan, Cambridge, Mass.; Feodora
Ostapchuek, Hartford, Conn.; Wni. H.
(atigent, iSoutlv Manchester,. Conn.;
Julius Seper, New York city; John
ficraphln,
Hartford, Conn.; Chester
Smith, Danbtirj'Conn.; Carroll Storiy.
Newport, Vt.; fcdward L. Williams,
Wo-bur-

lleac.

;

.

rn,

r
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Theater in "A 'Pair of

with, and the pains and th life in
"B" Theater Repeating "A Pair 6f the great cities and at college and in
Sixes," with Taylor Holmes in the title, the army only tended to bring it
role; also "Current Kvents See the out.
Tom was born somewhere in Texas
World."
..jt'fld the first thing that, he remembers
Crystal Opera House Dark.
wandering over the prairie on the
Ideal Theater Frederick Warde, Is
back of a horse. His first toy was a
Kzra
In
of
"The
Greer;"
Heart
starring
six shooter and his playground began
also a comedy.
whore Ut sun rose, nnd ended whore
BeLyric Theater "The Girl From
it set lie knew about horses boron
yond," a Vitagraph production, with he know about people.
Nell Shipman and Alfred Whitman in
Ho became a government scout nn
the title parts.
later chief nf scouts because of the life
"WestPastime Theater Repeating
of adventure that it save him and the
ern Blood," with the great cowboy wav in which it kept him with his
actor Tom Mix, a the star; also "Her horse. He was n Texas ranger. The
Husband's Wife," a Sunshine comedy. army attracted him because of Its oav
airy and after he bud put in a camAT Tlir PASTIMF,.
paign in Cuba and the Philippines, he
Tom Mix is the renlest man that hulked about for Ihe most interesting1
over came into a jundio is what one piaoe that was open to him and bis
nf his admirers said of him, while talents.
he was making the dathing William
The turning picture; beckoned and
"Western Blood" in lie me .verod the call.
Fox picture,
which ho is the star. The man who
To be seen for Iho last lime today
's
said It was wearing spurs and a
lit lie Pastime theater.
Is
general
In connection with tha above there
hut, but his opinion
among people of all walks of lifo who will be shown again the Sunshine
know him. Ha was a man to begin comedy, "Her Husband's Wife,"
ATTEir: TIIKATI

TODAY.

cow-buy-

i

FOREST SERVICE TO
STOCK 20 FISHLESS
STREAMS AND LAKES

FOR!

IL

ONLY
During the year 191 S the men of
the foist service of the southwestern
district will stock twenty fishless
(dreams and lakes in Arizona and
New Mexico with trout and bass, and
GOMMENGEMENT
restock four streams, which have
been depleted according to word given
out. by forest service officials hero.
The stocking of streams will be done
Owing to the war tho commence- in order that the campers nnd visitors
University of
tn thp national forests areas mnv hnvolment exercises
the benefit of the sport of fishing. New Mexico this year will be very
open season for all game fish in formal it was announced by tho
Mexico and for trout in Arizona monccniont committee of the Insiitu-wiis
The committee
tion yesterday.
open June 1.
of Dr. John D. Clark and
Applications have been made to thn composed
'r' ,!- Mitchell.
bureau of fisheries for the kind of
There will be no baccalaureate or
fish frv suited to the prevailing con-- 1
,iittr.a"i,i
........... ... or,ci, nun n1 when received class dav exercises as in former years
commencement
exorcises
tiie fry will be planted with the ut ami the
of-th-

o

eom-Ne-

ll

-

proper will bo as simple as it is possible to make thorn. There will be
no outside speaker, hut only the presentation of diplomas and the awarding of degrees by President David R.
This will ho held on the afterBoyd.
noon of Juno 14. Final examinations
for seniors will be hold June 12 and

most care.

"Frequently," said an official of tho
forest service yesterday, "prent difficulties stand in the way of carrying
out this work successfully. The fish
fry is sent out by the fish hatchery
water

full of
in milk cans
usually containing between 500 and
Many of IV
700 of the little fellows.
Many of tho monitors of the senior
u
ria oft.i fofiflil tii thn railroad ''ass
fmished their
have
already
most
conveniently
or
nearest
stations
cour
and either gone home or have
located to the water to be stocked,
of methods oij stored into some sort of war work,
pass through
Plans are nder way now to
auto and
from
transportation ranging
continue
the commencement practice
of
back
the
and
to
wagon
pack horse
a together and huvo only tho ssuing
the
before
some husky forest ranger
e
in (of diplomas at the end of each
fry finally reaches its destination
'
'er.
moun-.
j
lonesome
,
tain spot.
hold the initiation of elected seniors
into the honpr fraternity of Phi Kappa
rh'i, tho date of which will be anCOL J. S. ELDRIDGE
nounced later. Seniors who will be
DIES IN BOSTON eligible for the fraternity will be announced soon.
Col J. R. Eldridge, well known
Santa Fe, May 19. Raffles for the
throughout the southwest, died recent, lienefit of the Red Cross, Liberty
In
Boston, Bonds and other
ly at the home of n. sister
patriotic purposes
Mm., according to Information re- are reported to be forbidden as lotceived yesterday by the Morning Jour- teries are by the federal government.
'
nal.
Tho praetiee is said to 1k eiuito prevaColonel Eldrldgo formerly was con- lent in parts of New Mexico.
nected with the Frisco railroad in development work near Laguna.
two-thir-

'

quai-som-

.

WILLIAM THWAITS,
GRANT CO. RANCHER
x
Filver City, N. M., May 19. William
v. Thwaits. well known Crant county!
cattleman, died in a hospital hero last
night of injuries received when nej
fell from a windmill on his ranch last,
Friday.
Thwaits sustained a fractured skull
and a broken back in the fall. He is:
survived by a family.
'

j

treiops
London, May 19. British
last night improved their positions in
A
Philadelphia,
the neighborhood- of
Woumh-Slightly.
northeast of Morlaneoiirt, on the
Regimental Sergeant Major George Amiens front in France. The British
T. Gilbody, Worohoster, Mass.; Cor- war office announced this afternoon
porals Hyman Berman, Chicago; AlIn this engagement a number of
ton C. Britton, Traverse City, Mich.; that
and machino guns were capprisoners
G.
Reed
Lace, Allcntown, Pa.; tured
Privates
by the British. On tho remain'Max Greenberg, Philadelphia; Albert der of tho British front the
activity
A. Lodermllk, Mogantown, N. C. '
wns confined to raids.
Missing in Action.
Master
Engineer Senior Grade
AFTEIt TrpiEK YI0AH8
fleorgo L. Mackay, Ocala, Fla.;
Many men and women nre sick nnd
Joseph 2. Iwjsfassey,, Uristol, don't know It. Some never discover
Conn.; Wm. Lngassee, Bristol, Conn.; they have kidney trouble until thov
Carl H. Nicholson, Plainville, Conn.
apply for life insurance. The kidny
Prisoners (previously reported miss- are working .nil the time, filtering
poisonous waste out of the blooding): Lieutenant Robert B. Hett, stream,
when they become weakSummerville, S. O; Private Louis E. ened or and
deranged, backache, pains In
Patzoldt, Pine City, Minn.
rheumasides and groins,
tism, languldness, swollen Joints and
Several of Austria's ministers- have other symptoms develop. W. B. Moss.
(iult as a protest. One of .the best Ogden, Ark., writes: "Foley Kidney
relieved me of severe kidney
things to dot after being fired is to Pills
troubles of throe yeat'rs standing." Sold
.
everywhere,
e,

IRS.
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Cross
Did you know that
It has established and is operating- twenty dispensaries in the
American Army Zone in France to care for the needy families there
and to improve health conditions in that section ready for our
troops?.
It is housing and feeding thousands of children in the War
Zone, to keep them away from the danger of gas and shell f ire
It has divided the entire War Zone into six main districts, with
Red Cross workers at each point to distribute cooking utensils,
agricultural implements, beds, bedding, food and clothing?
p
It provides builders and
buildings to house the
homeless in the devastated regions, often before the walls of the destroyed homes have cooled?
It is bringing over two hundred tons of supplies every day into
tons are reshipped
Paris, from which one hundred and twenty-fiv- e
to branch warehouses over France?
It is providing an artificial limb factory outside of Paris, in addition to Special plants for the making of splints?
What will you give to keep this Hand of Mercy at its work?
Every cent of every dollar received for the Red Cross War Fund
goes for War Relief. '
-

ready-to-put-u-

'

LUKENS RETURNED FROM
SOCIAL
CONFERENCE IN
KANSAS CITY YESTERDAY
Dr. C. K. Dukens, superintendent of
a .1
rt.M,l,.n' 1l,n,n a. ,.(,, It. f. I
City
Saturday morning from Kansas
anwnere ne aiieniien ine loriy-iui- n
nual meeting of the National Children's Homo and Woll'uro association,
which convened thorn May 14 and will
close next Wednesday.
Dr. I.iikens reported that the discussions of tho conference were earrieJ
on in a straightforward manner and
that the welfare of children wsh the
principal topic of tho conference.
Statements of President Wilson
the care for homes duriini' .he
war were re.nl and the discussion of
preventable ilisi ase entered into.
Dr. l.ukens said in his report:
"The frank iliscneslun of the problems of social reform as relating to
prostitution affecting tho .health of
the army and the illegitimacy resulting from the lack of proper restraint
of the girls near the nnuy camps, wns
ft marked feature. of the discussion by
the delegates, and was a straight from
the shoulder proclamation of the seriousness of thtf social evil as related to
the morals and health of the nation
and at this particular time the army.
"By the prompt and far seeing action of Secretary Maker such regulations have been "established about the
and abroad that
army camps at home
social disease has been reduced to a
million soldiers
half
of
the
minimum,
in France, not over five hundred soldiers are in hospitals from venereal
diseasef.
"Federal control of the women sufdiseases, with their
fering from social
imprisonment in quarantine stations
is to be established in every city in
the United States. An army officer
said, 'I don't care whut you do with
Ihem so that you shut them up within
spread
four walls so that they can notButthe
disease amongst our men.'
cases
is
such
larger than
program for
that in that it would make the
stations industrial reformatorv.
ies as welj.
"While so far the per centage of II- lV,n

,

j

The American Bed Cross is tho hirge.st and
most efficient organization for the relief of
that the world has ever seen.
It is made up almost entirely of volunteer
workers, the higher executives being without exception men accustomed to large affairs, who
nre in almost all cases giving their services without pay.
It is supported entirely by its membership fees
and by voluntary contributions.
It Is today bringing relief to suffering human-iiy- ,
both military and civil, in every war torn
allied country,
it plans tomorrow te help in the work of restoration throughout the world.

It feeds and clothes entire populations In times
great calamity.
It Is there to help your soldier boy in his
time of need.
With its thousands of workers, its ' tremendous stores nnd smooth running transportation
facilities, it Is serving as America's advance
guard nnd thus helping to win the war.
Congress authorizes it.
President Wilson heads it.
The War Department audita its accounts.
Your army, your navy and your allies
'
endorse It.
Twenty-tw- o
million Americans have Joined It.
of

enthu-sl.istical-

lem as related to the soldier boys at
legitimacy has not been as large as
the army camps is un educated mothyet the passing of more stringwill use commc,n sense In
ent laws protecting thn girls was de- erhood thattheir
girls and giving them
clared to be necessary. At the same educating
education
with the
social
proper
time it was the opinion of the confercare that will compel deence that more decided restraint of watchful
and restraint on the part of tho
tho girls employed In, and around the cency
as well as tho soldier
young
army camps should biV compelled; that boys. girls,
wemen police with military authority
should guard the boys of the camps
.Mine Sliut.H Down.
from the unrestrained social contact
Santa Fe, May 19. Quite a blow at
with tho khaki stricken,
tho prosperity of Kelly and Mugda-lena- ,
girls who use every possible opportunSocorro county, has been struck
ity to gain social contact with the soldier boys, and that tho crying need by the closing down and dismantling
of tho time as regards the social prob
of the works of the Kmpire Zinc com
love-lor-

n

ly

pany, which for years was a big pro.
ducer. The machinery and pumps wui
be shipped to other properties of the
"
company.
,

''

,

WORRIES U'SET HEALTH
It Is agreed by medical authorttte
that worry affects the digestive organs. When the digestion is out of
order, It throws the whole physical
being out of gear. B. B. Hayward,
Cnadllla. Ga., writes: "Foley Cathartic
Tablets give me quicker relief than
anything I have ever tried." They relieve biliousness, bad breath, bloating,
gas, Indigestion and constipation. No
griping or nausea. Sold everywhere.
WAU
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Remember

The Radcliffe

Chautauqu a

IS COMING

-

quar-entin-

1

facts About the American

i

e

MAY 24, 25 and 27

Every number is a winner 12 business men of Albuquerque are
guarantors at the request of the local Red Cross. Remember if
you have had enough chautauqua, you can share your ticket with a
friend or a neighbor. At the same time you are helping the Red
Cross.

By THOMAS H. INCE,
Producer of Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.

The world cataclysm Is so unprecedented that It Is Impossible to
forecast lis effect on the mind of man. Nothing that lias hitherto
happened fin assist in making a forecast as to its Influence on Art or
Literature, and it is especially difficult to determine its effect on so
recent a form of expression as the motion picture. We, producers, are
without precedents to ttulele us ami
only follow the vaguest Mbs.
J'he motion picture is in great demand lu all belligerent countries, and
Is shown In all cumps to audiences of soldiers, men gathered from all
parts of the world, speaking divers
tongues and reared In different traditions.
It would be Immensely valuable to
learn what pictures ppeak with a language understood by all nationalities.
This would be a 'guids to the producers when, at the end of the war,
the world's markets are opened again.
There Is. 1 believe, a consensus of
opinion that the lighting men prefer
photoplays dealing with simple
things. They do no; want
tragedy, 'sex problem studies, preachments or sermons in disguise, preferring rather clean, wholesome storlie,
tinged with sentiment. There Is a(s&
a demand for enmedy pictures, not
lecessarily those of the slapstick order,
but which furnish quaint touches of
humor and genial characterizations.
In all countries near the scenes of
war there is a demand for plays that
relieve, the strain of surrounding
horror. What the result will be when
the final curtain has fallen on the
tragedy, it, is Impossible to foretell.
That the war will leave a deep im

u

Officials of the In, al draft hoard
yesterday received orders from Capt.
R. C. Roe, head of the state draft
board, to register all men who have
reached the age of ;'i since June 5,
1917, hero on June
Thn local board will on that day
register ull men who have reached
their, majority within the year, in a
manner similar to those who were
"cgistered under the first rulings.
This order bears out the prediction
that the United States will mobilize
millions of men to help win the war
and the ruling will place at the disposal 'of the I'overniiien. approximately 700,000 additional soldiers.
The local board has not yet estimated the number of men who will
register in this district, under the new
orders.
Following Is a telegram from General Crowder to Gov. W. F.. Lindsey,
at. Santa Fe. dealing with the roTiila- j lions of the new draft:
"Governor.
"Fanta Fe, New Mexico.
"Number B eight eichtv-eigh- t.
The
act providing for the registration of
men who have become twenty-on- e
veivrs of ago snce June fifth last has
beeiv passed by congress and proclamation by tho president will be issued
shortly namiitg June fifth next us the
day forrfeglstration. Advise all local
boards Accordingly and have all necin accordance
essary arrangements
with letters and 'regulations completed. Also Instruct all local boards to
through your
give widest publicity
own channels. Very important that all
as
'much publicity as
newspapers give
possible to the fact that Jjjie fifth,
nineteen eighteen, is the day when all
men who have become twenty-on- e
years of ago since last registration duy
must register.
"CROWDER."

The Film
... in Wartime

DIES FROM FALL

British Improve Position.

HAVE

Local Board Receives Order
From' State Official to RegMen
Who
ister
Have
Reached
Since
Majority
June 5,

r.t

I

Roll of Honor
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Valilosla,
Qa., May 19. Hayes
Turner, negro, and his wife, Mary
Turner, accused of connection with
of Hamilton
the murder
Smith,
Ilrobks county fanner, and the wounding of his wife nt their home near
Harney last Thursday night, have
heen hnnged by a mob.
Two other negroes. Will Head and
"Will Thompson, were lynched Friday
night.
Turner waR lynched Inst night at
In
Brooks county,
Okapileo river,
after he mob had learned that the
plot to attack the Smiths wns made at
his home.
Mary Turner, who was Raid to have
Smith's watch in her possession when
r iptiurcd, was hanged at Folfcom'a
bridge on Little river today. Citizens
are searching for Sidney Johnson, who
according to Mrs. Smith, fired the
shot that killed her husband.
Thompson and Ivead were caught
Friday night. Head is said to have
confessed his part in the crime, saying ho stolo Smith's gun and gave it
to Johnson. What part, if any, Thompson played in the murder, is not known
here.
Turner and his wife, former tenants of the Smith farm, recently quarreled with Smith over an account, and
this is believed to have led to the attack.
The shot that killed Smith was fired
through a window In his home. Mrs.
by another shot,
Smith, wounded
rushed out into the yard, where she
was beaten by the negroes, who fled
.utter robbing the place.
The parents of Sidney Johnson and
several other of his relatives have
been brought here and placed In jail
for cafe keeping because of high feelihe
ing prevailing at Barney against
family.
The mob which lynched the Turner
woman took hor from Sheriff Wade of
Brooks county, while he was taking
her to the jail at Barney. It developed
whites
tonight that armed bands of known
are seeking still another negro aided
x as "Julius" who Is said to have
a
Johnson in escaping last night from
traced
had
mob
the
which
to
swamp
him.

Pa!

WILL REGISTER

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLZJMS

MOB

A
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Monday, May 20, 1918.

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

pression on literature Is undoubtedl
That this will bo felt in every phase
of art expression is certain. The millions who have marched day and
night, keeping pace with Death, will
surely regard lifu with a changed Insight; and they will demand a mora
serious interpretation of the riddle of
existence.
As matters stand today, America la
practically supplying- Alms for the
world. France and Italy have ceased
to manufacture them and the South
American countries, which Imported
largely from Latin nations, now look
to the United States.. The predominant
position of this country is sure to be
maintained after the war, If a care- ful study Is made of the different
,
peoples who are now. our clients.
: Ail exhaustive study should be made
of the attitude of the foreigner to
our film dramas, and the greatest car
should be taken to avoid crudities that v
offend national susceptibilities. This
investigation should inevitably have its
effect on our own standards, enlarge
our outlook, and rid u of the be
,
setting sin of parochialism. r, ,
--

,

Every cent above the guarantee goes to the local Red Cross
citizen to make it a success.
up to every public-spirite- d

it is

Radcliffe Chautauqua
A WAKE UP AMERICA PROGRAM
Domestic Science Expert, lecture "Patriotism
Expressed In Domestic Efficiency."

Opening Day,

Afternoon
Pageant of Children.
The Neapolitan Male Quartette.
Helen B. Paulsen,
lecture "Community
sciousness.

Night

Con- -

The Chautauqua Director,
the Colors."
The Metropolitan Concert

Col.

O. A.

mocracy."
The Neapolitan

Quartette.

"The Call of
U

Second Day,

De-

Morning
lecture by a Bed Cross' Nurse
the
authorized message of- the
carrying
American Ked Cross "The Prevention of
Disease as a Patriotic Duty."
Afternoon
The David Duggin Concert Company.
The Bed Cross lecturer "The Story of the Red
Cross in Peace and War."
Demonstration

-

.

' Morning
lecture by an expert carrying
the authorized message of the food administration: "Mobilizing American Kitchens to
help win the war."
Afternoon
The Metropolitan Concert Company.
A demonstration

(

Company.

Third Day.

;

Night
Oearhart. lecture

"The Call of

lecture

,.,...,

Night
Chautauqua director "When the Boys Come
Home," or "Our Town After the Wrar."
The David Duggin Concert Company in grand
The

closing

concert.

'

i

Season tickets gdod for all performances, Adults, $2; children, $1.
Tickets for single performance, Adults, 50c; children, 25c.

Under Direction of the LOCAL RED CROSS

FOUR

FTER MAY 6th each rubber

GIANTS LOSE 3

where should ruth play? 1st Base?

Pitcher?
A

Monday, May 20, 1918.

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
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GAMES TO REDS

man-ufactur- cr

is to be licensed to import only 43.7 per cent of his 1917 con-

BUT ROLD TOP

sumption of raw rubber.

What will this do to tire prices?

Week's Review

League Standings .by
nmg hive,

E. E. BLISS

tV

STANDING

i,r(;ri.
W.

GITS

AID REDS W

New York
Chicago

''Cincinnati .
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
M '.Boston

Cincinnati Makes it Four Out
of Five Games Taken From
League's Leaders; Barnes
Hard Hit in Fourth,
JOURNAL

L

LEASLD WIRE;

The locals
Cincinnati,
made it four out of five from New
York. Kller kept the hits well scattered and his support was fast. Barnes
was hit linrd in the fourth, when errors by Holkc and McCarty were fo'
lowed by H. Magee's triple and singles
by Griffith ano Nral, netting four
runs. Causey and Demaree were effective jn the lajit two innings. The
score:
New York.
AB. R. II. PO. A
4
1
3
0
Young, rf
1
4
2
0
0
Kauff, rf
4
2
0
3
0
Burns, If
Zimmerman, 3b ... 4 0 1 3 3
O.. May 19.

ss

4

Holke, lb
Xiehoff. 2b
McCarty, c
Ramos, p .
Tesreau, p

4

Fletcher,

Thorpe

0

0
1

.

0
0
0

. .

.

Causey, p

. .

Wilholt ;.

Demaree,

0
0
0

.

O

p

'.

i

Brooklyn
St. Louis

(BV MORNIN

i!0
17
K.
13

.i

'

34

1

Cincinnati.
AB. R.
Groh, 3b
I.. Magee, 2b
Roush, cf
S. Magee, lb
Griffith, rf
Neale. If
Pilackburne, ss
Wlngo, c
Eller, p

3

0

4

1

3

1

4

2

4

0

4

1

4

0
0

3

3'0

0

24

1

4

IT. PO. A.
0
2
0
fi
4
0
1
0
0
111 0
3
0
2
1
1
0

12

3
0

1

0

2

2

0

4
2

If

3

3
3
2

0

x

1

30 0 6 24 9
Totals
x Batted for Luderus in ninth,
xx Batted for Hogg In ninth.
AB. R. H. PO. A.

Paskert. cf..

Hollocher, ss
Mann, If
Deal,

3

.

,

. .

b

Kllduff.

2b

Killifer.
Tyler, p

:

.

.

..

.

.

13
15
13

L.

rvt.

11
12

.SO 7
r. c
. r.

11

.542

.SOU.

3

Totals

24

Philadelphia

3

C

27

000 000

11

1

0000

100 000 llx 3
Chicago
e
hits Burns,
Summary:
Merkle, Stock. Paskert, Mann. Sacrifice hits Hogg, Deal. Sacrifice flies
Double plays
Merkle, .Kllduff.
to
Whitted
Hollocher to Merkle;
BurnB; Mann to Kllduff 2. Bases on
balls Off Ifogg 3. off Tyler 4. Hit
(Meusel).
by
pitcher By Tyler
Struck out By Hogg 2, by Tyler 2.
Two-bas-

1 ;

St. Ixmls 0.

1.

Hearn held St.
Louis to four hits and Boston shut out
St Louis. The visitors bunched two
St. Louis, May

W
f

I

ig.V

'

-

:
j

2b

0
0

0

2

4

i

1

1

4

1

2

0

0
0

o:

I

0

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

2

o!
o!

4

0

016

0

o'

3

0

2

1

G

0i

3

0
0

1

5

2

o

ft

0

2

Oi

4
4

...

.

.

3

32

27

1
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SEHATORS BEA T

X

CLEVELAMD

SABBATH GAME

'Sunday

Baseball

Is

Inaugu

rated in the National Capital Before La,rge Crowd;
Each Team Makes 6 Errors,

,

Packard,
.29

0

15

4

1T

Score by innings:
010 000 0001
Boston .'.
0
St. Louis
000 000 000
Two-has- e
hit Snvder.
Summary:
Sacrifice hit Rawlings. Double plays
Mussey, Herzog and
Konetchy;
Packard, Betzel and Paulette 2. Base
on balls Off Hearn 1. off Packard 2.

MOHNINS

SriCIAL LIASEO WIJ
May I 9. Sunday base-

JOURNAL

Washington,
ball in the National capital was inaugurated with a twelve Inning game
in which Washington defeated Cleveland before one of the largest crowds
that ever gathered at the local park.
More than 15,000
persons attended.
Each team mado six errors, with seven
ot the total divided four and three
respectively between Shortstops La van
and Chapman.
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
Today's was the fourth extra Inning
contest in which Washington had participated In five days, the total innings
l;
Suit
Oakland
played in five games being 03. Score:
Cleveland.
citakland, May 19.
It. 11. K.
AB. R. It. PO,
ScoreMorning game.
s 7 0 Wood, ir
i;
Sun Francisco
5
2
3 Chapman, ss
6
Oakland
fi
Batteries:
S(aton and McKee; Speaker, cf
fi
Krause, Kremer, R. Ariel t and Mur- Roth, rf
ray.
Wambsganss, 2b . . 5
4
Score Afternoon game:
R. 11. E. Williams, lb
1
1
4
fi
San Francisco
Turner, 3b
5
1
8
0
O'Neill, c
Oakland
5
Batteries: Kantlchner and Brooks; Covelesklo, j
Kremer ami Mitze.
Totals
46 0 735 19
Two out when winning run scored.
Im Angylcs 1: Sacramento 0.
Washington.
Sacramento, May 19.
AB. R IT. PO. A. E.
Score:
R. H.
5
0
0
0
0
Rhotton, rf
Los Angeles
4
fi
6
Lavan, ss
B
0
Sacramento
6
Batteries: Brown and Boles; Bren- - Milan, cf
fi
Shanks, If
ton, Gardner and Fisher.
5
Judge, lbi
Morgan, 2b
Salt Lake
Vernon
Foster, 3 b .
Tx) Angeles, May 19.
Ainsmith, c
Score Morning game:
R. If. K. Schulte, . .
5
0
0
Salt Lake
Ayers, p
0
5
Vernon
v

5--

I.

I.EGI

I.

3

'!

5

1

0

3

2

5

2

.'!

ti

2

1

St. I. on is tx

2

2

Boston
(x- )- Tie

3

3

Philadelphia (x)
Pittsburgh
.

Monday, May 13.
AMI RH'A

I.J"GI

Cardinal.
In the American

the Red
three, with
took four
Ruth won

league,

Sox, made it two out of
and
St. Loiis Monday

Boston
New Yor,
Cleveland
Chicago
Washington
St. Louis

W

L

3

0
2

fi

3

3

7

4

5
"

Philadelphia
Detroit

SLUGGERS DEFEAT
HAPPY- - GO- - LUCKYS
IN FAST CONTEST
Scoiing in the first, second, sixth
and ninth innings the Highland Slugy
gers defeated the
nine in a game ut Hopewell, field yesterday afternoon by a score of 12 to
S. The sixth was D. Chaves' bad Inning, und the Sluggers took udvuntage,
of his temporary weakness and score,)
four runs.
('upas, of the Lucky, drovo out a
home run in the eighth Inning which
scored two runs ahead of him. Previous to this feat he tapped the ball
for three bases. D, Cbaves also poled
a three-bas- e
bit for the Luckys.
Four of the eight hits obtained by
the Sluggers were for two and three
bases. Bums opened the fireworks
with a triple and was followed' by
Chaves who walloped a double, scoring Burns, Guilliums hammered a long
triple in the fifth and Ross duplicated
the feat in the ninth. Manager Cordova, at bat once, drove out a neat single.
Score by innings:
R. H. E.
330 004 00212 8 1
Sluggers

II

It

45
40

E LI! OB
t!
32 15
7
43 19
3
13
39
7
30 24
9
39 22

60

S

34

12

f.3

5

10
27
22
20
22
25
13
29

It
33

HO

37
54
4

York won the deciding game with Detroit Monday and broke even with St.
Louis in four games. Schocker won a
12 inning game
from tho Yankees
Wednesday and Gallia lost Thursday
when Thormahlen blanked the
Browns. St. Louis got only four hits
off Rus-ieFriday but won Saturday.
Cleveland took the odd game from
Washington Tuesday and divided four
games with Philadelphia. Meyers of
Covelskie
Philadelphia

H

41

20

ir

41

7

39
47

13

3

17
19
17

4

44
43
39

2

3

II

9

4

ii

2

3

IS

It

h

3

3

21

47
46
47

."

0

."

17

38

8

IGLO-AIRI-

7

1

43
34
31

3

21

22

y

....
p:

2,

lo'3-ugains-

I

Hudson for
Picture Frames
Fourth St.

and

Copper

Ave.

44

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

29

Cf

By special arrangement The Journt-- I guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
France and on the way to France.
,
The packateu (50c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
patriotic packages. In every package vti put a return postal card
with your name and address so that you will get word back from
tho battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe 25 sent

BASEBALL SEASON

Happy-C.o-Luck-

Happy-go-Luck-

t

Tobacco Fund

IS
13

2

Wall Paper

TO THE JOURNAL

E LB OR
11

fnr Cirrnc

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

29
30
13

34
31
3(i

Hiiflcnn

straight from Detroit.
Wednesday against the Tigers. New

I

P

'

'

W

G

j

4.

The Superior
ber & Mill Co.

.

.

j

5;

o

2

8.
.031 000 1218
The line-u3b;
Sluggers Pena, lb; Burns.
10
Manuel Chaves, ss; Moses Chaves, e;
Batteries: Evans ami Dunn; Doll
6
1
20
7
4G
30
Totals
Guilliams, 2b; Ross, cf; Garcia, If:
nd Devormer.
Batted for Ainsmith In twelfth.
Cordova, rf; Gonzales, p.
Score Afternoon game:
R, H. E.
II
E.
R.
Score by innings:
ss;
Happys Stump, c; Guevara,
Salt Lake
9
. .5
0 Cleveland ..000 000 000 0000 7 6
Davey, 2b: D. Chaves, p: Parent! and
Vernon
4
. .0
3
6
7
000 000 000 0011
Whington
Horgan,
Baca, lb; Sganzinl, cf;
Batteries: McCahe ami Konnick
Stolen base Speaker. Sanchez, if;
Summary:
If.
Qulnn and Moore.
Double play Lavan, "'Morgan, Judge.
Umpire Sears.
Base on balls Off Coveleskie. 2; off
iAyors, 2. Wit by pitched ball By
Struck out By PIRATES TRIM DODGERS
Ayers (Williams.)
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION
Ayers, 1; Coveleskie, 1.
IN EXHIBITION
GAME
Note: Only one American league
scheduled.
game
At St. Paul 2, Indianapolis 7.
tV MORNING- JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
At Minneapolis
Canton, O., May 19. The Pittsburgh
Iuisville
At Kansas City 5, Toledo 4.
National baseball
team defeated
At Milwaukee 2, Columbus 5.
Brooklyn in the first of a series of
ASSOCIATION
SOUTHERN
Sunday games Pittsburgh expects to
play here. Despite the rainy weather
about 2,500 fans vyltnessed the game,
WESTERN LEAGUE
Nashville
At New Orleans
With ,tho score 5
t
them,
At Mobile 7, Chattanooga 8..
Pittsburgh took the ' lead In the eighth,
At Memphis 0, Little RockA
'
At Topcka 1; Wichita 4.
scoring three runs.
" 1
R- H. E.
Omaha
Scoro by Innings:
.At St. Joseph
6 12
I
Des Moines
100 000 230
At Sioux City
Pittsburgh
Journal wants bring results, Brooklyn ....004 001 000 S 11 4
At Hutchinson 4; JJoplIn S.

t

Wallace Hesselden

I

.

.

c

General Contractor

.

llornshy.

- !

Knlh is undoubtedly a natural
on the lull somewhat
tcr. ji,
al ter In f.i.'liion of Sam Crawford
in Sam's palmiest days.
There's probably no batter In either
league who takes a harder, cleaner
drive at the ball. An idea of his tremendous hitting power is seen in lite
batting in the first eleven games ho
appeared in this year. He was at hat
thirty-tw- o
times and connected safely
sixteen times for an average of .500.
Of his sixteen hits ten were for extra
bases, including six doubles, one triple
and thre:; home runs, twenty .seven
total bases in thirty-twtimes at bat.
Ruth may be more valuable to his
club as u pitcher, but there are a lot
of managers around the major leagues
who would enjoy having the benefit
of bin war club every day.

P

New York
Chicago
Cincinnati
Brooklyn

Cruise. If . .
Haulette, lb
Snyder,
Gonzales, rf

Totals

ATIONA

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)

Played in the Brooklyn series. The
Beds made only three misplays during
the week.
Chicago batted for Nehf and Cana-va- n Puinls, OIIm.- - Glass, rdalcliold Rooflii
of Boston freely .Monday, but was
und Building PaiM-r- .
shut out by filling immediately in tho
LUMBER
deciding game Tuesday, VaiiKhn losing J. C. BALDRIDGE
his first game nfler live straight vicCOMPANY
tories. Philadelphia won the first two
games with Chicago. Vaughn blanked
4
Philadelphia with four hits Friday
and liendrix held them in check Saturday while the Cubs were batting
Oeschger hard. Tyler shut out Philadelphia today in the deciding game
of the series.
We are in a position to give
Pittsburgh could only break even in
more value for the money than
four Karnes with Brooklyn. Philadelany other 1H ILD1NU HUM in
tliis vicinity.
phia played a ten inning 3 tie with
St. Louis Monday and defeated the
Office With
Cardinals Tuesday. St. Louis won the
Lumfirst two games with Boston. The
Braves took the next two by one sided
scores. Boston climbed out of lust
I'nOXE 877
place today when Hearn blanked tho

--

Oj

o

.

, .'

Week's Results In Major Leagues

2!i

J. Smith, cf
Bail. I, 3b

,

;

.

(BY MORNING

Omaha, Neb., May 19. Baseball
,hus made startegists of all American
soldiers. General Pershing says in a
letter just received by ("apt. C. V..
ommander of
Adams', former
the G. A.' It.
In part, the letter just received,
says:
"The avtoity with which American
soldiers are entering into the activities
of the war on the battle line is
In the
to European armies.
mater or grenade anu noran irirow-inthe Americans become proficient
I attribute
in but a few days drill.
this in part to the American game,
football and baseball; which make
strategists of them all."

LUMBER

'

1

..

'V- -

'

X$

'

i

;

Score by Innings:

Borton

.3411

days ago Babe Uulh was stu.
tioned at first base for tlie Iloston Jted
Sox in the absence of Dick Hoblltzel,
the regular first
Babe played enoricKs ball on the
bag, covered fully as much ground a
l.'oblltzd can cover and batte, fo;

could not hit effectively

three games with Cincinnati, but with Sallee In the box Saturday succeeded in ending the Red's
winning streak. Toney administered
the Giant's second shut-ou- t
Thursday,
,hich also was Tesreau's first defeat
after five straight victories.
Today
Cincinnati took the only two games

"

ttf'S

VW.,V

A few

J

0-- 5;

('IliCOffO.

Flack, rf .
Merkle, lb

17

j

lh

1

i.-

Wetzel.

4

Meusel, cf
Burns, c
Hogg, p
Dilhocfer,
Pearce, xx

Whitted,

3

L

kho DaWng Pole

St. IMiis.

2

4

b

111

isakthi top of

ikagif.

Total

AB. K. H PO. A. K.

.

9

11

QaiH

:

7

3

10

13
14
17

I

lb....

Philadelphia.

2

1

.0."2
.020
.441
.370
.30ft

UUIil'i;,
'.

Kelley, cf
Wiekland, rf
J. C. Smith, 3b
K.
Massey, 3 b
Konetchy,
Rawlings, ss
Wilson, c
Heai n, p

(Tilcaco 3: Philiulolpliin 0.
Chicago, May 19. Chicago won thej
odd same of the'Hcries from Phila.
delphia when they shut out the visitors. ' The game was a pitchers' duel
between Tyler and Hogg, with the
former having the shade because of
the ability of the locals to make their
hits count. When the easterners
threatened to score on three occasions,
fast double plays frustrated their
chances. Score:
4

.fi!

0

IT.

4

1
32 5 6 27 17
Totals
Hatted for Tesreau in sixth.
Hatted for Causey in eighth ln'f
ning.
Score by innings:
OftO 010 0001
New York
5
000 410 OOx
Cincinnati
Summary: Two base hit Wlngo.
Three baso hitu S. Magee, Griffith,
Kauff. Stolen base Burns. Faeriflee
hit Rouuh. Double plays Black-burn- e
to L. Jlasee to S. Magee: L.
Magee to S. Magoe. Ba9c on balls nes,
2.
Off Barnes.
Innings pitched-Bar4; Tesreau, II Causey, 2; Dr.
maree, 1. Struck out By Kller, 3, by
Barnes J.

Pancroft, ss
McGaffigan,
Stock, 3b
Cravath, rf
Ludreus, lb

.741

The next day Babe took his regu.53K
lar turn in the lox .pitched fair ball
.4 S I
in five trips to the plate made
.45S and
H
S
..
'
,
11
.423 uiree iloubles, a single and a tri I1'.
Philadelphia
Tins
bus arisen in Boston
8
.364
;
Detroit
whether Kuth should not be definit-ly transferi ed to the initial sack so
dub can benefit from his batting southpaw pitcher. He con l!. iIko play
WHERE THEYJPLAY TODAY the
in a large percentage of games im tciol the outfield in uppl'ovi d style and
of only the few lie is called into as a showed signs of being :i wonder on
NATIONAL
pitcher or pinch hitter.
the first sack.
New York ut St. Louis.
The argument Hi favor of this
The Browns were not :n :icnla rly
"'at Until, hitting every day, probably loaded ivith high class pitching that
Brooklyn at Chicago.
Boston at Cincinnati.
would improve his Kitting and become year and Sisler w.is
on the slab
of the greatest swatsmen of the in several games. But. when Fielder
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.
league.
Jones took charge of the club he
The argument against it is that looked Sisler over and decided that It
AMKHICAN I.KAtil l
!uth is capable
of winning from would bo folly to, waste Sisler'R fieldChicago at New York.
St. Louis at Washington.
twenty to thirty games a season, and ing, hatting anif base running ability,
that the club cannot afford to take regardless of how great a pitcher ho
Detroit at Philadelphia.
lilm from the box.
Cleveland at Hoston.
might be. Sisler. was s nl to first,
These two arguments are giving where he has since remained.
Manager Kd Barrow a lot of worry
It was Fielder Jones who recently
of their hits off Packard in the sec- right now.
declared that Ruth is the greatest o(
secThere is one precedent in the league modern batters. Jones believes Bnth
ond, when Wiekland singled, took
ond on Snyder's high throw to pick to go by. When George Sisler came should be used on first ba e where his
to
the Browns three seasons nim hi tremendous clouting will benefit the
him off first, and scored on a single
bad the earmarks of a wondcfnl club every day.
by J. C. Smith. Score:
Boston.
AH. 11. H. PO. A. K.
1
0
4
0
I 0!
Rehg, If

Her.og,

1

Pet.

T

n

V.
17

Iloston
New Yoik
Chicago
Cleveland
Washington
St. Louis

.

Totals

I,.

I

AMKHKAN

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE;

MOftNINO

New York
in the first

J." TRAMS
STANDING
NATION A I,

MAKES

S. STRATEGIST
PERSHING WRITES

U.

ed.

OF THE TEAMS

BASEBALL

Win-- !

New York, May 19. The New York
Nationals lost their second series in
the west, dropping the first three
last
games played with Cincinnati
losing today to Cincinnati while
Chicago was defeating Philadelphia.
Cincinnati went, into third place. The
Iloston Americans remained in first
place by winning all five games play-

Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street

HITS OF

.

Cin- -i

cinnati in Third Place; Redi
Sox Retain First Place in

BUY NOW

ELLER SCATTERS

Shows

in a 13 Inning (fame Wednesday. Perry held the Indians to four hits yesterday, but lost.
Cleveland last
Chicago defeated
Sunday and broke even with Philadelthe Athletics
phia. Faber blanked
with three hits Tuesday. Chicago and
Washington fought hard in their Writs. Johnson was victor over Williams
in nn errorless 18 inning battle Wednesday. Chicago on Thursday won in
11 inning's.
Shaw shut out the White
Sox Friday.
Faber scored again yesterday wh-- n. Chicago won in 13 in
V ashinKlon
in its
ning-1engaged
fourth extra inning contest in five
clays, Ayers c'efeutinK Covelskie today
in a 12 inning game.

OPENS IN

pieces.

L ONDON

TOBACCO

IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Near the Trenches.
1BY MORNING

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED

FItOM IRVIN COBB'S "PATHS

WIRK1

18. An
London. Saturday,
May
eleven inning game marked the openn
baseball
ing of the
season today. The score was:
R. H. E.
.7 11 5
Army
Anglo-America-

Na y

C

S

8

Admiral Sims threw out the first
hall to General Blddle. The untpire
was Arllo Latham, former New York
giant star. It was the first baseball
game ever played st the arsenal football grounds, Highbury.' The spectators Included Admiral Palmer, of the
British navy; Captain William Archer
Redmond, so"n of tho late John Redmond, and many Londoners, who saw
th" American game for the first time.
The American rooters were so excited in the ninth inning, with the
score a tie, thut three airplanes sailed
over the field almost unnoticed. When
the Americans' "stretched," after the
reventh inning, the police, attracted
by the unusual scene, started an in- vestigatlon.
The Londoners were much amused
A
by the American baseball slang.
league has been organized with three
army and one navy teams with the
American force and four Canadian
teams from the London headquarters.

THE WM.

FAR It

COMPANY

Wholesale

Ir
nnd Retail Don lor
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
a
Sausage
Specialty
For Cattle and Hogs the Ruling
Market Prices Are l'old

-

can stand that."

No Matter How Small the Amount- Send It in.
treat quautitles. Fill
-

Our boys are going to need tobacco In
the coupon now Today Is None Too Soon
Bring it, or mall it, to The Journal Office.

THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE,

.......

.Mo pkg. No.

So pkr. No.
Bo pkg. No.

Cleaners-Hatte- rs

-

2;

220

West Gold.

'illume

44.

out

and make it generous!

NEW MEXICO.

1 Popular elearatte

harlns retail valu of EOo.
Popular plpa tobacco hartnf retail valua at Ma,
1 Popular cigarette tobacco having retail value of na

t

Ko pkg. No. L
of loo.

Popular

plus chewlnc

tobaceo

bavins retail vain

Is accordance with your offer to aend popular branda of tobacoo and
each, (or Wo,
cigarette! to our soldiers la Europe la units of loo package
I eocloee
Tour Name

....

Street Addreea

',

City and State

DUKE CITY LUMBER

!

OF GLORY"

"As I recall now, we had come through the gate of he school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront, brought
to our noses a cejrtaln smell which we already knew full well.
" 'You get It, I see, said the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get it five
miles when the wind is Btrong' and he waved his left arm toward
it as though the scent had been a visible thing. 'That explains why
tobacco is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the men in the
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster

Lumber Company
Albuquerque
- '
JiORTH FIRST STREET
,

422

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
tender years carry on an enormous
amount of the work in Berlin today.
Many of the shops I used to visit were
entirely staffed by young people. The
One Used
waiters in the hotels are young boys
and every old man, with, perhaps, an
occasional discharged soldier.
Germany has only one busines on hand
today; that Is the winning of the war.
iu'ms that is all the high command IWill
people never realize this?
asks for. He is soon found work es- Will English
they never understand that all
to
sential
the winning of the war. German intM-.s- ts
are submerged in
d
citiOnce a month all
the national interest of emerging suczens are medically examined, and the cessfully from the war?
doctors are not so obliging as ours.
is but an incident in the
You are not asked if you have ever life of Germany of
It is only
suffered from any particular disease. on a nar with the today.
of
manufacture
The past does not interest the Ger- - munitions,
propaganda, utilization of
man
of
a
and
war,
dozen
prisoners
other
2,000,000 Prisoners of War.
aspects of the conflict. There is no
There are over 2,000,000 prisoners sacred liberty of the subject In the
of war in Germany,
most of them Fatherland now; every man, woman
When
left Berlin tliey and child is hut a small cog in the
Russians.
were Rtilt to be seen about the streets, progress of the
machine.
military
driving carts, cleaning the streets, re- Whether they like it or not the high
pairing the tramways. I do not think command dor's not trouble.
the gentle German has anv Intention
I do not for one moment suggest
of letting them return to their native such
arbitrary methods will ever come
land yet awhile. Women and chil- to pass
I sincerely hope
in England.
dren do most of the work In the bi! they will not. But the time
has surestores. Even the men of 50 and over ly arrived when we should ask ourcannot be employed there.
selves whether we should not take a
The administrative departments of leaf out of the Hun hook and devote
the army are carried on by badly our entire energies, our entire rewounded men. There are no "cushy sources of male and female labor. This
jobs" there cither. Men up to 45 are war is not won yet. The time may
put into the trenches; those up to 50 yet come when Lord kitchener's
guard lines of communication, escort prophecy of the nation which can
prisoners, dig trenches, man the medi- place the last million men into the
cal services.
In Ruhleben we had a field winning the war will come true.
mixed collection for a guard. There
I do not think the Germans will
were commercial travellers,
bank suffer under any scruples about their
clerks, porters and farmers (who had last million men. They will be taken,
frequent leave.) Highly skilled people 'holus bolus, from every kind of em
like druggists and opticians were all ployment, with total disregard of
employed in working for the army.
what they may think. It Is a brutal
The streets of Berlin are not filled method, but wonderfully effective.

in"

How Germans "Rope

Every Man for

Military Duty; Every
Except
the Maimed, the Halt and the Blind

BY KltXKST I.IOXFX 1YKK.
(The Last Rrilton to He Permitted to
Wave lli!iiliind )
In the fourth year of the war the
Hermans urn not worrying
us to
whether the nian of 55 is fit for military or national service. Xcarly three
yrars ago the German high command
adopted a simple plan for utilizing
r.
All
rneir
the
except
maimed, the halt, and the blind were
to
in
do work of national imroped
portance.
The streets of Berlin are not crowded with
citizens strolling
aJong, blissfulV believing that the
war is being won for them. No, indeed.
The high command gave them a sort
of Junior partnership; the wage was
only five shilling a day, it is true, but
every Hun was given to understand
very plainly indeed that his private
feelings and interests did not matter
In the least.
There are no crowds of comparatively young men flocking into the
railway stations at Friedrlchstrassc.,
Zoological Gardens, and Leiter Barns-hol- f.
No nimble
young
porter is
waiting to take your luggage or call
a tuxicab; there are no taxlcabs, for
one thing.
a knickerbockered,
No,
plain-face- d
Hun female surlily grabs
your belongings, throws them into a
carriage, and, in common with all
with
outstretched
Germans, waits
hand for the tip.
Piccadilly and the Strand, with their
restaurants, would cause with young men who should have
the average German to go into an been fighting for their country thre
apoplectic fit. Liverpool street and years ngo. Most of those I iaw during
King's Cross stations at night would my numerous visits to the German
make him wonder if the stupid Eng- capital had been discharged and were
lish were not really moro idiotic than sporting the black and white ribbon
he ever hoped for. I do not know if of the Iron cross. There are no "On
the Germans will ever get the oppor War Service'" badges to be seen in
tunity to read these articles, but I Berlin. The whole system Is so beauhope they will. Then, perhaps, an tifully simple. Either you are tn the
other nail will be driven into the cof army or, for some very good reason
fin of the official liars whose bus. you arc not. You may be on "Civil
ness it is to make their
dienst" (civil duty,) In which cas
countrymen believe that England is you recoivo five marks a day as comat her last gasp.
pared with the 33 pfennigs the private
Men of 50 Do Guard Only.
soldier received, although even then
Fancy telling the German war of you are not guaranteed the greatest innee a man of certain age is no use ducement any German can be offered
to the nation! Anything on two legs
that of three square meals a day.
between the ages of 15 and CO is use- The food in the German army is, ap60
ful to the Germans. Men of
guard parently, appalling, .judging from the
the prison camps, some of them too rations 1 saw supplied to the prison
.
weak to stand the weight of their guard in Ituhleben. The fodd was so
rifles. There is no such thing In Ger- bad that the men used to search our
many as a business house pleading offal tubs for scraps left from our
that a young man is indispensable meals.
to them; it would be "lese majeste"
Men T'p to BO Arc Taken.
of the worst description. There re
From the German point of view the
no complaisant tribunals to listen with question of
is purely one
sympathetic ears to the tale of a small of business. I do not think the war
wife and a large family. Tou fcannft office has ever thought of a man being
do those things in Hunland; sentiment physically fit for work. If he Is able
is entirely dead about such matters.
to earn his living in civil life he must
Every young man tn Germany fit be able to work for the army, so the
for the trenches has to go; his place army taRes him. The present age limit
is taken by one of the
in Germany is 48, but men up to 60
The streets do not teem with hale and are taken by the authorities if re
what their quired.
hearty men discussing
brave boys are doing at the front. War
National feeling in Germany has
a 'business with the Germans, and entirely disappeared or, at any rate, is
It is a business in which every German almost imperceptible.
The
is compelled to take more
than a
- Ludendorff conspiracy
No actors find It has overawed all free thought in the
passing interest.
possible to get a nice "cushy job" close country. Elderly women take the exto Berlin and do their performances ploitation of their manfolk quite
at night.
calmly; they realize that the war
It Is the proper utilization of his the only thing that matters in Gerwhich makes the German many today. Mothers willingly allow
such a formidable enemy and accounts their boys of 14 and 15 to be emfor the position he is in today. There ployed on government work; it re
s no time wasted In discussing whethleases a man for the front, and, acer a man is physically capable of cording to the German idea thut is
working for the nut Ion at 50 years of work of national Importance.
ngc. . Two eyes, two legs, and two
Boys and girls of comparatively
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Threw Men Injurrtl.
Santa Fe. May 19. Coming home
from a lall at the mining camp of Ty.
rone, Donald Brahsfield of Santa Rita
had thrw ribs broken, Tom Mitchell,
also of Banta Kita. had a deep
gash" cut tnbis
head, and Henry
Hurshman of the same camp had his
shoulder dislocated, when their swiftly
traveling automobile jumped over u
stone wall that guards the side of a
hill on the Tyrone road. The automobile suffered little damage and a pair
of glasses worn by one of the injured
men was found later without a scratch
having been iflicted. In addition to
the major injuries, each of the men
suffered nil melons cuts,
h

OKXERAL FUND
IHSItrRSEMKNTfy
Throe Months Ended April 30, 1918
. .
Balance, February 1, 1918, per lost report
1,289.71
Transfers by auditor Mountain Division from general,f
to relief fund donations
$748.37
Transfer by auditor Mountain Division from general
to relief funfl
.
,
X43.3T
95.00
February
,

$

446.34

Annual memberships

530

at

50c

Overdraft

iransiers
tain
Transfer

Total receipts

Kahnt
Laguna Pueblo
C. A.

$

446.34

,

5.00

366.75

Total
DISBURSEMENTS:
Janitor service
...$28.70
2.1.96
Postage, stationery and printing....
7.70
Telephone and telegrams
Refund to BernalilloV Chapter of following
membership dues;
60

6
2

at

at
at

50c

..."..$30.00

50c
75c

3.00
1.50

1$

366.75
813.09

34.60

.

Correction of January Item; $5 transferred
to relief; $15 transferred to Mr. Mc- 20.00
Adoo, treasurer
. . ,
60.96
Freight and express
68.48
Drayago
', . . f
Lumber
45.04
1.80
Sewing machine, repairs

17.27

,

6.75

38.49

Total Disbursements
Balance April 30, 1918
General Fund Balance
Itelief Fund Balance

402.75

General Fund
SUMMARY Or BALANCES.

410.34

.. . .

410.34
959.04

......

Total Funds
Cash on hand
Cash in bank
Petty cash funds
Liberty Bonds
War Savings Stamps

.

....
I

.... .
.

,

.

890.00

.

155.00
100.00
61.05
1.50
5.00
5.00

..'.

4.70
67.CO

'

6.00
3.30
4.00
15.50
2.00
5.00
3.50
20.00
1.00
6.00
5.00

'

.

652.94

Total
$

1,369.3$

9.25
25.00

.

320.90
$3,306.39

1--

80.68

3,387.07

Balance April 30, 1918

Relief

2.

r

Inn-c-

ashy-bluis-

lournal Want Ads Pay Because
Everybody Reads the Journal.

2.

If There

$10 49

Is No I .(Hal Dealer in your

town wrlto us.

H. W. MOORE & COMPANY

92 52

.............

civilization.
Tf a man dropped
to earth from
Mrs, hp could nut be more foreign to
the conceptions of the world (Today
than is Emmanuel? Until he left his
home lands for America ho had never
heard of any countries hut Russia ami
Turkey. A few years ago ha felt the
wife to his father's tent, and if he bo call of tho world, sold his flocks, foldlone of several brothers, the ent is en- ed his tents and came to this country.
larged to accommodate (heir families. Iteadlly he adapted himself to our
In Mesopotamia one does not curry on customs and way and soon gaindd a
a conversation even with Ms sister, knowledge of our language whicli has
except when it seems necessary to enabled him to take yp his present
career.
give her orders.
Emmanuel appeared on the stage
Tho only entertainment in which
'the women participate is at tho wed- in comic opera costume but bis ap
ding when there is considerable feast- learance in civilian garb is that of a
fellow, well dressed but neat,
ing and even then the bride Is sidetracked and heavily veiled, she is lie has not communicated with hl.
forced to stand aside whilo tho mules family, there being no postoffices In
his country, since leaving home. He
The mother-in-laenjoy the occasions.
Joke Is "taboo"' In Mesopotamia. lis virtually estranged from his rela
Man marries to give him a standing tives.
Our conception of Jesus Christ is
in society, such as there Is.
was a man
of an auburn
Mesopotamia is eveidontly the so- that he
tinged complexion, carried out in tho
cialist's
paradise. There arc no auburn
hair. If Emmanuel Is a typicourts, no police, no soldiers, po reche
ords aro kept of any transaction, no cal type of his countrymen, and disdeclares he Is, this conception is
marriage, birth or .death records are torted.
h
Emmanuel Is of the
kept, there Is no private ownership of
type of brunette. His general
land. Every petBon leads a quiet passometoral" life. Their tents' are moved manner is pleasant but tinges
characterfrom one to another section as they what of tho "steely"' type
follow the raising of rattle. An aver-og- e istic of many foreigners.
of four moves a year are madu

Are the best in their respective Hn:s, as witnessed bv Government
Jeniands on their factory output. We have a limited'stock on hand
3
d 1
and
and can make immediate delivery of
to
sale.
any, subject
priorj

52.19

2r
43 75

themselves with a happy fellowship,
beyond the conception of our boasted

and Lee Truck Trailers

13.60
17.25

supplies

country is confined to the five books
of Moses ami in that they content

Kelly - Springfield Wlotor Trucks

245.00

i..:

flPf

I

1,376.01

.

So cariy it always with you.

Glimpses of Utopia of the present
day, Utopia from the socialist viewouo
were
point, with
exception,
brought to ..Ilni(Hircnic during the
rhautauipia program, which closed
here Friday night, by Raphael Emmanuel, a native of Mesopotamia. The
'exception in this modern Utopia, the
land without responsibility,
Is love.
In a country which the gods themselves must have endowed this word is
Unknown. Cupid apparently has miss-ein his wido and varied travels this
Garden of Eden.
Born between the Euphrates and
Tigris rivers, in the place today designated as tho site of tho Garden of
Eden, Emmanuel ilalnis relationship
3,$74.39
with Solomon, Jai ob, Abraham, Isaac
and declares he is a cousin, far re4,197.10 moved, of Christ.
With all of its pastoral beauty this
country, Emmanuel said, lacks the
recognition of women which has come
to every country in tho world today.
Nhe plays "second fiddle.' Sho is not
considered in any way and the word
"please" enters not Into the commands und disputes among he
which she receaves. When a man of settled by themselves.
the country marries, he brings his
The religion and literature of trie

66.60

........

.

524.
152.85
2.40

8.00
2.00
120.00
17.60
31.20

Cheese Cloth 4,234 yards
Gauze 614 yards

Rales
Sales

'

;

21.10

120.00
130.00

, , , .

''vlif

d

4.981

Returns

meal"

re- -

frestaient of WRIGLEV'- S-

Mesopotamia, the Land
Without Love, Paradise
of Socialism, Described

65.70
22.00

68.10

.

'Mi

npthing

lona-lastin-

1

5.00
3.38
70.00
10.00
45.40
2.50
10.00
1.00
80.00
45.39
18.15
4.60
25.00
28.00

$

.

outdoor Pleasures
g
affords the

i

$

Canteen service
Stranded soldiers relief
Buttons
Civilian relief

call

XiiifMfWl
Mn 1
every

In

25.00

...!.

Less:
Discount

2 022 32

t

of War Drive Collection due
Washington
,$ 336.19
Due Denver account portion of member- ,
ships
316.75
Three-fourt-

,

,

500 emblems
100 surgeons gowns
50 pairs sox
156 yards outing . .
74 lbs yarn
600 lbs. yarn
100 lbs. yarn

tl'SI

is

848.37

2.06
129.79
100.80
313.55
9.40
17.60
10.00
300.00
21.75
117.06
391.22
305.00
19.64
16.25
10.00

'

C. A. Caynor dance
,
Sol Benjamin
,
To Mrs. Ferguson for yarn
To Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld, account Indians
Woodmen's Circle
,
By Mrs. McLaughlin
coin bank.
Rosenwald Brothers
Mrs. Noa Ilfeld
T. K. U Class Baptist Sunday School 15 '(iakti sale
Sale of waste
Women of Santa Ana Pueblo . .' . . . . . . .' .' .' .' . . ' .
Two Bit club
Barbara Dietz
Henry's Parcel Delivery
Fred. P. Kahnt
!!!!!!!!!
Mrs. Louise Herman
,
Edmund Ross
Wilmot Booth
. .
. . . ...
Anonymous donations

Miscellaneous

$

s

1,369.3$

1,321.46
100.00
500.00
10.00

Total
DEDUCT:

$

90.S6

$

93.00
5.00

j

.......

1.35
9.1

--

a

Cprka

225.66

-

Father Fredolin
Street Parade Third Liberty Loan
Colonel Grave's lecture
Rio Grande Industrial School
.

1--

622.71

Express
100 operating gowns
100 pajamas
100 caps

, 36.40

Tinting rooms
Repairs to furniture ....
Miscellaneous supplies

,

the air -t- he
fields and woods and waters

"'M

i

748.37

'.

Fund

0

f-W-

I'M)

'

3.20

Buttons

fiofi,-76-

Total
DISBURSEMENTS:
2,998 yds. muslin
1.273
yds. muslin
4 lbs. cotton
Gauze cards

-

Light repairs'
Laundry
Spatulas

,

Colonel Hopewell
Mrs. H. P. Raabe

51.25
$

1

Corrected balance
RECEIPTS:
Red Cross boxes
Major Massie lecture
Highland Bridge club
Rummage Sale
Crystal Theatre benefit
H. L. Hall, State treasurer, account state fund. ,
Mrs. Sturges
Canyon Cabaret at Elks
Ed. Morgan's song
Collection on war drife
Auto Show
Card party at Elks
Layette Committee
San Antoulto entertainment '
Margaret Kmtthers
Sheep and Wool Growers convention ram raffle.
Ball game Elks and Knights of Columbus
Masons
Fortnightly Music club
Mrs. Jacoby
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Sue O. Smith
Margaret E. Gensemer
'
Louise Lundi
Annette Herndon
Mrs. Hunlng card party
,

50
2.00

.

H

l)lsni H.sHlETS ItfCLIKr
Tlireo Months Kiittod Anril an. in is
February 1, 1918, per last report
irom uenoral Fund made by auditor Moundivision donations
February Made by auditor Mountain Di-

vision
Correction of January item in General

$275.00
33.00

$2..,.,,,

1;

KIXKJ1TS

M2CEIPTS:
Magazine memberships 44 at 76c
Two transfers from annual
1
at
Contributing Memberships
Sale of Insignia
Contribution to cabinet

n

1

AMERICAN RED CROSS,
Albuquerque
Chapter.
AXD

'.

balance

fifty-srve-

.

RECEIPTS

Corrected

In. Increased
May
Washington,
receipts and shipments of cattle, hog,
markets durand sheep at
ing April, 19 S, compared to April,
1917, are shown by the final stockyards report for April issued today by
the bureau of markets. Receipts of
cattle were: S.Ol.JiiC; hogs' 3,678,-18und sheep, 1,13;, S32, the increase
per cent, rebeing 33, 23.4 and
spectively.
Total shipments, including stockers
and feeders, from foriy.seven markets-folast month were: Cattle, 704. 2S6;
hogs, 1,266,21.1; and sheep, 4 ! fi 4 fi
the. rtspeotive incrvas. s over April,
1917, being ST. , M.4 and 3S.4 per
cent.
Shipments also show increases for
the four months period of this year
compared to 1917, the percentages at
forty-eigmarkets being: Cattle,
20.8; hogs, 12.9, and sheep, 4.9.
The total receipts of sheep in April,
1918, ore Increased l,y the retunih
from Suit Lake, where
receipts
jumped 78,126 over April, 1917.
Local sluughter figures at forty-si- s
markets for April were: Cattle, 1,239.-049- ;
hogs, 2,385,855; and sheep,
an increase of 30.8 and 12.1 per
cent for cattle and hogs and a decrease of 13.ii per tent for sheep.
Receipts of horses and mules at
forty-fiv- e
markets in April were 40,.
503, compared to 90,661
in April,
1917. Shipments from the same markets were 47,168 compared to 84,431
In April last year. The figures on
horses and mules, however, show only
slight decreases for the first fotiri
months of 1918.

149.01
1751-6- 1
$

3.238.06
959.04
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Distributors for Colorado, Wyoming, Xcw Mexico, 'rtuli, ldulio.

Denver, Colo.
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HE'S CALLING TO YOU

I

there"

need

Psalm ' THIS
As Read by Kaiser

Twenty-thir-

JL

co.uius.mi:n ami taxks.
The boys "over
money, and McAdoo
to raise part of it
tion. It is reported

1918.

the

is asking congress
by Increased taxa-

jtUy

$

1,500, 000'jUOU

2,500,-000,00-

sen-ale- ."

net'ond-ctas-

a

lf

by

tlieir voluntary subscriptions

I..

to

WEM,

NERVOUS MOTHER

Ilohcrts)

,

I

aervlce each week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico take
more than twenty-fou- r
hours of Associated Press service during a week.

Kenneth

1.
The Lord is my own particular
German shepherd; I shall not want,
though a few of my subjects may suffer temporary inconveniences.
ii.
He maketh me to lie down 11
fcrecn pastures, formerly the property
of lielgium, France, Koumanhi. Russia
and Serbia, but now my own, because I
have been allowed to lie there. He
leudeth me beside the still waters of
ihe Dardanelles, which I will keep forever after.
lie rcstorcth my soul, but. says
nothing about restoring the devastated portions of France, Belgium, and
Serbia, so I can't be expected to do it.
He leadeth me in the paths of right
eousness for His name's sake, thus
showing that those who consider my
glorious deed to be wrong are hopeless idiots. If He leadeth me in the
paths of righteousness, there can be
nothing wrong in killing women and
children and encouraging my brave
troops to acts of frightfulness in order
to make my enemies respect rue.
4. Yea, though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death, I will
fear no evil, for thou art with me. Thy
rod and Thy staff they comfort me,
and my mailed fist and my shining

from Washington
0
to
will be needed.
111.
But at the same time it is reported
"the proposition has met with a storm
Eastern B.epreontatlv
RALPH-RMULLIGAN,
of opposition In both house and
3S
East 42nd Street, New York.
It is slated that congressmen
matter at the
Kntered as
poto(rice of Albuquerque,1879.N, M., under Act and senators are afraid to vote for a
of Congress of March 1,
new war tax bill before they go home
eircuiutinn tlia.i any other papt-Largt-In New Mexico.
The only paper in New to meet their constituents. In fact, such
leaders us Simmons in the senate and
Mexico Issued every day in the year.
TERMS OP "SUBSCRIPTION':
Kitchin. in the bouse have said that it
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. .70c is the unanimnus desire of congress
$7.E0
Tearly, in advance
not to take up taxes until after the
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscribers to the Journal when writing fall elections.
to have their paper changed to a new ad
In other words, congress Is afraid to
dress must be sure to give the old addritss.
home and tell the people the truth.
go
The Morning Journal has a highfr circulation rating than is accorded to any other That is what it boils down to.
paper in New Mexico." The American
Os bosh! Oh piffle! As if the peo.
Newspaper Directory,
the real people, whose main inpie
O
O
terest in life these days is winning the
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED
- PRESS,
war didn't know the truth already!
The Associated Press I exclusively
They know that war isn't a pink tea.
entitled to the use for republication
of all news credited to it or not otherThey know that it costs money. They
wise credited in this paper and also
know that, sooner or later, our presthe local newa published herein.
tax schedule will
ent
THE JORNAL takes and print!
have to be revised and enlarged. And
sixty hours and thirty minutes of exthey have shown just whore they stand
clusively Associated Press leased wire

that from

Wwtern Representative
C. J. ANDERSON,
Marquette Btdg., Chicago,

d

Tells How Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Restored Her Health.
Philadelphia, Pa. 'T was very weak,
always tired, my back ached, and 1 felt
sickly most of the
time. I went to a
doctor and he said
I had nervous indigestion, which added to my weak
condition kept me
worrying most of
the time and he
said if I could not
stop that, J could
not get well. I
heard 9omuehabout
Lydia E. Pinkham's

mm

veeetable

Com

pound my husband wanted me to try it
1 took it fora week and felt a little better. I kept it up for three months, and
1 feel fine and can eat
anything now
without distress or nervousness. " M rs.
J. Worthline, 2842 North Taylor St.,
Philadelphia Pa.
The majority of mothers nowadays
overdo, there are so many demands
upon their time and strength; the result
is invariably a weakened,
nervous condition with headaches, backache, irritability and depression and
soon more serious ailments develop.
It is at such periods in life that Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound will
restore a normal healthy condition, as
it did to Mrs. Worthline.
run-dow- n,

sword do the rest.
5. Thou preparest a table before me
In the presence of mine enemies by
O
giving me the Russian wheat fields
. MAY
20. 1918
MONDAY .
through the folly of the bolshevik!;
Thon anointest my head with oil by
me the Roumanian oil wells:
giving
WHAT KIM) OF Cl)XCI5IS?
my cup runneth over, though not as
much as It will when I have imposed
Commenting upon the program of
my will on the foul and traitorous CL0VIS RAISES ITS
- the League fur National L'nity to have
Americans.
both the democratic and republican
RED CROSS QUOTA IN
6. Surely goodness and mercy shall
candiparties nominate congressional
follow me all the days of my life, and
ADVANCE OF TIME SET
dates this fall whose Americanism is
1 will dwell in the house
of the Lord ,
100 per cent pure, and to Tffcct fuI
forever. If
find anyone else trying
taPICIAL DISPATCH TO MORNINfl JOURNAL
sion in districts where (here is danger
to crowd In with me, I'll use any inClovis, N. M., May l'J. The first
of a disloyalty candidate winning the
fluence to have him sunk without
definite information regarding train
trace.
the election, the New York World
service over the Helen
f
when
. says:
the new time card becomes effective
OPEN
GOOD
THREE
JOBS
"The World" is wholly in sympathy
on June 2, was given out at the Sar.ta
with the plan for a fusion of demoTO SPANISH SPEAKING
Fe offices here today. Trains 21 and
crats and republicans next fall in
or
Al'lcr
but
heroic
22, now being operated between Kanthe
hard
assault,
stand,
OFSTATE.
RESIDENTS
every district in which united political
ki;i:i Tin: ir:x moving.
sas City and tho Pacific coast, will be
Hark! Nome one rals to you from no mail's land.
action may be deemed necessary to
discontinued.
They will be replaced
soldier-maStCIAL C0ltftCPONDBNCB TO MONNtNO JOUMNAU
lust a friend of yours and mine,
insure the election of a representaThat America Intends to send
19. Three jobs that by trains 113 and 118, the former
Santa
Fe,
May
No.
Iiim
cannot
but
unleach
the
Cross
lied
100
can.
you
tive who is
per cent loyal and
enough men to Kurope to aid the alshould appeal specially to Spanish-- ! leaving Kansas City at 11 a. m., arFdiiiuiiil Vance Cooke.
reservedly in favor of the most rigor- lies In bringing about a safe and sane
and reaching
speaking residents of New Mexico are riving here atat 10 a. m. m
ous prosecution of the war.
7:35 p.
Trnin 118
Albuquerque
peace, was made quite plain in Presiwaiting for candidates to fill them, will
connect with train 809 at Helen,
"But it seems to tis that one highly dent Wilson's speech in New York last
each of the promotions paying some-- I
a. m. and Kana year. The positions reaching here at
thing like
important fact in relation to the next Saturduy night. In reply to reports
sas City at 3:30 p. m. the next day.
are
those
of
the
for
special
agents
has
been
overlooked
individuals
both
that
had
certain
stated
by
congress
United States bureau of foreign ami The new arrangement makes practithe League for National Unity and that we must get five million men
commerce of the department cally no change except thut one train
domestic
by Flihu Hoot in his admirable letter ready, the president said:
of commerce, to investigate general each way daily is eliminated between
to Uepresentutive Woods.
"Why limit It to five million men?"
commercial and economic conditions Helen and the coast.
"I have asked the congress of the
THF WIND IX THK WHEAT.
Following an hour's talk by a Red
"The
in
congress is likely
America one for Mexico, one
to be a peuce congress as well as a United States to name no limit be. Soft is the wind In the wheat,
for Colombia and Venezuela, and one' Cl'oss nurse who lectured from the
Low is the song it is singing;
for Bolivia and Paagiiay. An cxami-- I chautauqua hero thisaflcrnoon, Clo
war congress. It will be elected In cause the congress intends, I am sure,
that rise and repeat
nation will be held on June 13 in vis went "over the top" with her Hod
November, but Its official life will not as we all intend, that every ship that" Murmurs
Het
hours before
all
the
to
Santa
surface
Fe and other cities trf find suit Cross quota twenty-fou- r
can
men
or supplies shall go
swinging,
carry
begirt until March 4, 1919, and it will
the drive starts. 8o impressive was.tho
Until
it
to
f
men.
able
and
sways
ro,
continue in existence until March 4, laden upon every voyage with every
lecture that enthusiasm ran rife, with
(By Newell Dwight Hillis.)
umented and, are on file in the deThere where the sunlight Is glancinr;
Applicants should be qualified by
Unless the United States and man and every supply she can carry."
1021.
Tho brutal fury and lust of tho partment of justice of the allied nations previous experience to make such an subscriptions
running up into hunDipping and swaying as tho
Mr.
are
Wilson's
dreds
more
interremarks
of dollars, the recorders having
German in uniform, enjoying tho kai- This compilation probably does not investigation,
the uIUps are. facing three years
Over it fairies were dancing.
should know Spanish,
trouble
v
ser's license to slake his bestial appe- cover
h
tubulating offerings. Follow
of war, the congress that is to be preted to mean that America will send
of the outrages against and should be
on Lat.
tites in the blood of helpless noneom-batantlaw, decency, honor and the most rud
chosen next fall will be compelled to twice five million men, or even more, Long is the swny of the wheat,
conditions nnd on the in- Ing the conclusion of the lecture it
was
suggested from the audience that
has been turned loose. H is imentary impulses of humane
Like to the swell of an ocean:
make a beginning in the solution of If necessary, in order to bring about
nations, dustrialin development of the United the opportune time to start the drive
.
VtntittVi
U'hnf
Amorlun ' in iitVinlA,
u'ftlll1
'
its relation to foreign trade.
"
"
oil the intricate and difficult econo- such a peace as America and the al- - Never excited nor fleet,
meir
auvancement
- States
V
clviliin
;
had
arrived, and following the sugNew York state, in Rochester, if Ger- - .mon.
r.nt with an unending motion
Extra credit will be given for knowlmic problems which the war will leave lies are fighting for. This is the only
in, picture which these
g
man armies were to break down the
details present surpasses in horedge of Portuguese or French. Those gestion, subscriptions flooded the
safe and sane program to be followed. Rustle and whisper and sigh,
ns its heritage.
Under tho breath of the breezes.
who
resistance of tho allied lines and the ror anything that is known
the written examination
"To solve these problems will re- Now that we are in the war it is nec- While we stand
of the most pass
allied navies and were to land on this cruelty and savagery of
satisfactorily will be given an
why
wondering
rea Caucasian oral test
essary that it be a finish fight and we
Wo hear a cadence that pleases.
quire patriotism, but It will also
(;oon KESl'I.TS
at
The compencontinent for conquest, pillage and People at any previous
This
stage of his- - sation Is notWashington.
straight forward letter
tor- massacre.
quire ability, and ability of the first must marshal our men and resources
likely to exceed $10 per from a honest,
woman
wWo has suffered
rank. The tasks of peace are certain with that end In view. To talk of rais- Over thp level it flows.
day, in addition to transportation and should be heeded bv all afflicted
But the significant element in
More than 10,000 German atrocities
with
this $4 a day allowance for living
Down from the hills to the hollows of a revolting nature have been doc colossal series of
to prove no less stupendous than the ing un army of any certain number of
rnkache.
rheumatic
pains, sore muscrimes against hu- - penses. The successful
will
candidates
awful
cles,
tired
tasks of war. Government in destined men gets us nowhere. We must put Ever and ever it goes
and
n
an'"
feeling
n"1
evidence which have an active and
Ever and ever It follows;
of
and bladder trouimportant part in
1o undertake burdens and meet re- sufficient troops in the field to over" may be supposed to furnish of
thn preparing the United States hold Its ble: "T havokidney
such good results
and
Rising
it
got
comes,
on
in
falling
come
fellows
where
the
whelm
French
German
the
Huns
drive
never
and
them
racial character
sponsibilities such as it has
from
Indeed
if
Foley Kidney Pills that I can
own In the competition
for foreign
leave just from the trenches that may be doubted
Falling and rising it passes.
.
borne within 1he memory of living across the Rhine, if it takes five milsleep much better and the pain In my
ever
It hums
trade
will
follow
of
that
the
see
Mellowly
can
that
their
you
making
muddy
hardly
mnoy, impressive as it i
tack and sides is a good lot better. I
man. When the time comes to deal lion or thrice that number.
While in tho sunshine It masses.
sm going to keep on. taking them Mrs.
an be
,'1
eyes! And wounded, too, a lot of 'cm
That America is not to be diverted
as conclusive proof peace.
with the questions, and It may come
And they go back to the trenches from that theaccepted
Chas.
Gray, 270 6th St., Detroit, Mich."
German,
from
its
under
sooner than most of us hope, what
the same
grim purpose of winning by Soft is the wind in the wheat,
journal Want Ads firing results.
'old everywhere.
there, too to Mons or Verdun and moral, intellectual
and
p
politic!
kind of congress will represent the listening to insincere peace proposals
Singing the melody olden,,
any other old bell yog can think of.
.would be much different from
American people? We do not mean from lie foe also was made clear in Timed to the rhythmical beat
Well, I was watching a lot going back, "ny one of a
n
other racial
Of stalks all bronzed and golden;
and all their women seemed to be on
what kind of congress politically, but the president's speech. A peace bear
compositions in the world. What these
to them. Well, horrors
hand to say good-b- y
what kind of a congress in brains and ing the "Made in Ocr.iianv" stnmn lsiTimP(1 l thp rhythmical beat
definitely establish l h
Under the night and the noontime, you ought to have seen 'em! Talking
not to l.e thought of. This is why it
tuiv and aim nf Rnm..
.character and legislative capacity?
See how they ripple and run,
nnd
the
to
and
beat
band;
laughing
toci-ac"The Sixty-fift- h
the enemy of every law, hucongress is not a is necessary to furnish as many men
Keyed to the music of Junetime.
holding the kills up to the car win- man and divine
strong congress, although most of its as muy be needed to bring about a
,a thing abhorrent of
dows so that their daddies could see
Chicago Post.
ii it nil CrOU.
.'
peace that will safeguard the future
members ure men of unquestioned
Vem. Why, they was like a flock of "i
These
crimes were committed, not
PAYING OUU XATfOXAIi DEBT. sparrows;
It is weak in leadership and security of the world.
jabering and screaming at merely with
the tacit permission, but
(Los Angeles Times.)
each other, and kissing their hands!
personnel, and this criticism applies
At the close of the Civil War the . . . Then the train pulled out, nnd with the specific authorization, of the
TIIK f'OMIXtt OITKXSIVE.
equally to both parties and both
public debt of the United States was what do you suppose happened '.' Well, Kaisers military commanders ' Ti,..
branches. What is more disconcerting,
tno Physical expression of the
$2,773,236,178.
I'll be jiggered, if every one of them ,VCI'
Military strategists are of the opin.
it Is weak in men who have the intelnmac every
In 1 SHG it had been reduced to
illrln't l.iiwt l'lubt nut cl'vinu Creeil nf thUn ,
savage
ion
that
the
German
offensive,
next
to
and
the
and
ambition
ligence
study
$1,790,531,995, at which date the debt v),f,t d'you know?' Chattering nwuv nnd base action,
of
contemptuous
is
whenever
it
master great questions, even questions
launched, will exceed bf France was ft, 091!, 23 1.7S0 and of in their confounded foreign language, morality, of law. of faith, nf
i
is
that relate vitally to the conduct of in magnitude the great drive which CTreat Britain was $3,010,531,305.
Pledge,
and
one minute, and laughing,
holding
justifiable in the
of
Our present debt Is threo times as up their kids, and the next minute victory, conquest nnd the' pursuit
the war. Moreover, it is careless and began on March 21. True, the Huns
establish- i"-It
as
we
was
much
in
have
but
not
Inhave
to
tho
1866,
said
had
in
time
for
oi
weutschland ueber Alles.
prepare
slovenly
busting out crying! By heck,'
workmanship and an
The German Oenerel von Hartmann
different congress in regard to essen- this onslaught that they had for the three times as many people to pay it, the boy thoughtfully, 'I don't underas
more
one
than
much
and
times
three
some
of
are
the most infamous of the men
stand their lingo, but they
first big one of tho spring, but all re
tials.
to
it with, and a large women
sent to ravage Belgium, declared
"Is no effort to be made by either ports indicate that they have been propertyof It poy
that
was
incurred
for
money
portion
terrorism nnd frightfulness repreparty to strengthen It in the coming bringing up reinforcements for more lent the allies. The sums lent Engsent a principle made
MAX.
THi: DDI
necessary by
elections? Are the most serious legis- than a month now, so it is quite pos- land and Franco and Italy will be
military consideration.", The German
(Amos It. Wells.)
lative problems of a century to be sible that they have replenished their repaid. As for the money lent to Ttus-s.
..
(As the government is not allowed miHt:ir' "Un-.- ..l
"i jeenmes- - warns
It has "gone where the woodbine iu revuiw scivice
left to mediocrity, if mediocrity can decimated ranks and are ready to
wuuuui jmjK "",oiiicers to gunrrt themselves "nirsliKt
it, hundreds of able men who are
,.
prove that it loves its country and fight even more furiously than they twineth."
It fur
gaged in important war work accept ther reminds mttnitananmm.
did during the. dosing days of March.
venerates the flag?
officers In doubt as to
one dollar a year.)
of
WHAT'S
salaris
CHEWIXfS
IX
While the German people have been
"This 1s a poor time to drift. It Is
bo
"nut
deemed excessive In
might
l'EXCII?
humane consideration of conquered
a poor time to be satisfied with well- - led toJjelittle tho aid tho Americans
Margaret Deland writing about the Now a nearly and vigorous cheer, men,
populations that "everything Is
men!
meaning patriotism. We know that can give, it is said that the German life in France today in tho ,lunt For the patriotic dollar-a-yeAt a million. Indeed,
that helps secure tho
an overwhelming majority of both staff is no longer laboring under the Woman's Home Companion, tells the
of
the war." Herein is license to object
In this time of need,
comdemocrats and republicans are loyal delusion that Pershing's men are a following story:
men.
or
be
dear
mit murder, massacre, rape .mutilacostly
"Here is a little story that reveals It. They wouldn't
in thought as well as in deed and negllglblo factor.
Germany's boast
tion, arson, theft and unnamnble ferwant no representative In congress that we could not transport any great It conies from one of qir own boys, These
men
ocities, limited only by the strength
who is not equally loyal in thought number of men overseas has proven lounging against tho counter in the Have forgotten tho meaning of play, and
endurance of "(he brute in
...
Authors' Service Canteen. (I wish
men;
and deed. Hut responsibility does not to be untrue, a fact with which the you
A babe spitted on a
could see that little Y. M. C. A.
With aH of their might
bayonet, an
Is
no
Sixty-sixtfamlliaK
h
crtd there. The
Germany
congress general staff
A small
crucified on a barn door and
- finishes
They are deep in the fight,
old(man
canteen!,
roughlyleft to die of thirst an dexhaustlon, a
ought to be 100 per cent loyal, but It doubt knows approximately how many room In the U. ft. A, barracks;- - so At work like an army of draymen.
woman disemboweled or
ought also to bs as nearly 100 per cent men we have in France today and has dark that electric lights must burn
compelled to
are brainy men, famous men, bury her child
brained by a bltwr from
Intelligent and as nearly 100 per cent come to the realization that it Is im all day; a kitchen, about six b.y six Theyrich men.
bath-rooa
German
-once
a
was
so
that Inventors and bankers and sich men,
musket, are all victims of
representative as a congress can be possible to stop the flow. Vfhis being feet, that
the deliberate purpose of kaiserism.
made. In so far as it falls short of true, it undoubtedly is her intention the tub serves as sink, where we wash
They tug and they toll
The
endless
German people have been led
cups and saucers for our men,
In the sweat and the soil
those standards, to that extent the to endeavor to make the coming drive
cocoa is beyond tho Like desperute, valorous ditchmen.
hy.the teachers of this doctrine of
American people have invited disa- more furious than the March effort, whos capacityof for
the most
imagination
frightfulness, who Include professors
ster."
''wejr realizing that the must break the line American Authors!) IntoImaginative
this little They arn leaders, the bosses, the key in the universities, clergymen, in the
men,
The world has given us something now or face an Invulnerable barrier place gay with turkey-re- d
curtains, At work without
pupils of all creeds, and statesmen
glory or fee, men,
to' ponder over in addition to nominat- on the western front.
with its comfortable chairs, nnd nice
whose conception of world progress is
work,
at
Obscurely
The longer Germany waits the more little tables for dominoes nnd cards
the enslavement of the world to Goring' and electing loyal men to con
No slacker, no shirk.
man kultur by whatever- - repulsive
gress. We are called upon to elect men she con put in from- divisions and checkers, and with a music ma- That you and I may he free men.
ome
methods may bo necessary. l these
men of brains who will be capable of which have been resting, while on the chine that resounds all day long-ccocoa and So a hearty, unanimous cheer, men, doctrinaires of
our soldiers to
frightfulness are the
grappling with the Intricate problems other hand every day's UeJay means cigarettes and. chewingbuy
For
these
In all
generous, big volunteer, slaves of the German
whieh will have to be settled in con- stiffening of the allied lines, because our hopes of service, wogum!!!
military caste,
men.
Y, M.
three
most
vf
them
conscious and willing,
With grace nnd wl;h grit,
nection with peace negotiations as- there is a steady stream of Americans C. A. workers never had a vision bt "
e
some
few
of them dully reluctant.
They"-ardoing their bit,
suming that peace comes during- the flowing toward the front. The indica- selling chewing gum! Hut while I hand The patriotic
Their victims are not only the persetions are that Pershing's men in large out 'three gums' I can listen to the lad
rmt three years.
cuted nnd murdered Inhabitants of
WHAT
There is much food for thought In numbers will face the Germans when leaning on my little counter. 'Say.
AnU S.VY1XO.
conquered territories. They are the
what's chewing gum in French? 1
Laughter has kept-- ' me alive.
nnection with both suggestions and the next drive is launched.
Inhabitants of Oermany, who. In forty
'
to
to
a
tell
wanted
how
French
'
i
lady
M.
Channcey
we hope the American
Depew.
years, bave fallen back twenty,cen-turie- s
people will
use
and
know
I
No
didn't
what
it,
they
American
to
a
has a right
mbral'-anWhat's become of the
night's
Into
jsntn'U-r
these highly important mies-t'uof
the,
slough
called It in their lingo. Well, now, I sleep unless
railroad lawyer who used to hand out think a
during the day h has mental degradation from which Chris,
when It comes time to elect
'.'.V.
good deal of these ladies over done something to aid the war against
'
tlnlty wns bolieved, before this war,
and
"100
legislators?
panswto judges
Let the slogan be:
here. I was in the railroad station Qermuny. Theodore rtoosovelt,
o have lifted them.
three Liberty Loans, and their voluntary contributions to the lted Cross
and other war activities.
The congressman or senator who
realizes that money is not the great
est bugaboo In the minds of his most
the minds
important constitucnts-J- n
of ho folks who arc going to vote for
him this fall, or vote against him but
that it is the possibility of an unnecessary prolongation of the war, is the
fellow who is going to get his seat
back again.
And when he does finally realize it,
he is going: to realize this further fact:
that the best recommendation he can
carry home with him is a record of
having worked for war laxes where
they belong taxes on war profits and
swollen incomes.
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WANTED
Acting upon the request of the
council of national defense, the state
council of defense has requested the
county councils of defense to arrange
a scries of community meetings for
all men, in class 1 of the selective
draft, and has 'asked the legal aid
committee for Bernalillo cottnty to
in making the meeting a
'
success.
r
The state council of defense suggests that experience has shown that
to fight well a man must be free from
worry: that he can't be free from worry unless he knows his business and
financial affairs are well taken care
f.
Prospective soldiers and sailors
or therefore urged to consult members
of the bar before going to camp, aa
opportunities to seek legal advice after actual enlisting are few and un-

'

'

'

FUEISC1GR
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ID

certain.

FOR SALE

adobe, pebble dashed,
modern, lot "5x142, cement walks,
cement block coping, 3rd. ward.
$3200.
adobe, pebble dashed,
modern, three good porches, large
cemented cellar, fruit and bhade
trees, lot l.'.tlxliO; 4th ward.
$5000.
brick buncouncil of defense.
galow, white stucco linish, beautiwvn
be given by the
Information
finished, ' bult-lfully
features,
committee without charge to soldiers
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, concrete
laws
two
the
recently
basement
great
and garage, furnace; E.
regarding
Silver Ave.
passed, tne Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil
Rights Alt, which protects the men $ 1,700
brick, city water, inagainst unfair lawsuits, foreclosure of
side toilet,, electric lights, new
while
und
other litigation
mortgages,
floors, newly papered and painted;
he is absent from home; and in regard
near shops; easy terms.
to the insurance provision, which exbrick, modem, hot
tends insurance and family allotments $4,400..8-roo4th.
water heat,
lot 76x142,
in a more liberal manner than Rati
Ward.
ever before been undertaken by any nation engaged in warfare.. Advice will
be given on any other legal matter;
fitkl Estate, Insurance, Loan
and wills, deeds, i.ffiduvits, contracts
111 South Fourth
and other instruments drawn up for
regiwlered men without compensation,

peculiarly appropriate Ho
!i criticism of "The Uronoo," the 1918 sation.
year book, recently off the press, tie
luxe copies of which were distributed
the final week at the New Mexico Mi- PINTO GRGWLRS
litary Institute.
V.
Dedicated to Captfiin Jason
James, "because of his true American
spirit, his past clean record as a solGET
URGED
dier and a gentleman, his constant
Biipport of the institute, his determined efforts to impress on the cadets
their solemn obligations to their country in its hour of neetU" the volume
BEANS ON MARKET
may be safely declared to be the finest
that has yet been turned out by the
editorial stuff of the year book, and
this without
underestimating the
worth of "The Bronco" of former
All growers of Pinto beans must
years.
of
Containing 12T pages, printed on a have their products in1, tho hands to
the shippers by June
according
fine quality of heavy pcffr, the book an
the
of
announcement
yesterday
is filled from rover to cover with
marketed on a stable market and
splendid half tones of individuals and being
will insure their
This
administration.
groups, depicting every form of student life and activity, The volume is being maketed on u stable market and
in itself a memory hook and its true Is a protection for tho growers.
Uast fall and winter the market was
worth will appear to the cadets later
in life, when the mystic maze of mem- dominated by navy beans, the moveory has tiansmuted tha thoughts of ment of which was controlled! by JobInstitute days into the most valuable bers and associations, especially in
Michigan. The bAtns were held in the
possessions of the individual.
Bound in lark red leather, with the hands of the growers through various
title of the volume in Void letters, the devices and in direct opposition to the
These
food administrations rules.
book throughout Is an achievement
that brings Joy alike to the heart of people have become highly incensed
adminisfood
of
tho
action
over
the
the master craftsmen who arranged
editorial staff who pro- tration In favoring the pinto bean and
jt, and to the
duced it. An excellent half tone of the force of their opposiion twas sfich,
Colonel James W. Wilson, superin- applied through congress and other
tendent of the Institute, the mRn officials, that the bean campaign hadi
whose untiring energy and devotion to be closed. Aa a result the high
prices on white beans discouraged
have brought V. M. M. I. to its present standard as a distinguished mili- consumption and although thereIs wa
aptary school, is one of the striking fea- a short crop now that harvest
tures of the first pages of the book. proaching, there is on
Sell at Present lrlvs.
Worthy also of especial mention are
The food .administration has urged
the photographs of the sponsors of the
all
that
growers avail themselves of
of cadets nnd the
four companies
caiVtit band. Miss nettle Cole is shown the best prices on the present market,
beans at a stabilized
as sponsor of ompany "A," Miss Mona and to sell their
8 cents per pound. It
I,ee as sponsor of 'Company "H." Miss market price of when
this assured
that
Esther Pragor of Company "C""aml is possible
market Is removed the prices will
Miss May Rosa Hay, sponsor of Comdecided slump.
pany "D," and Miss Ina Camp, spon- take a June 1 the
needs of the next
By
sor of the band. Altogether the 191 S
season
for seed will le definitely-know"Bronco" is one that sets a standard
anil the food administration
from every standpoint that will bo diffor protection of the
ficult tit surpass and the cadets who ha arranged
growers in the seed proposition.
ore responsible for itsAlendid
The grain corporation, on May 11,
are to lie heartily congrau-latchad already shipped 5.512,00 pounds
of beans and, has now In storage
000 pounds in storage for seed. This
is expected to fully meet tha demands
of the district with the possibility of
LEGAL1 AID FREE
many new products." Officals of the
the
organization have urged that care
farmers select their seed with
and en'leavor through this means r.rul
T 0 DRAFT E
careful cultivation to greatly increase
the crop yield. They oeclare there
still is half as rhuch t,o ship as alof.
The
ready has been disposed
mean an ven
far
thus
shipments
BY
ALL
NEEDED
n
dollars (to the growers Of
this district.
throughout the'state are to
Tpnf
and
the effect that the s precipitation and
are good
crop conau-vvigeneral
'
Defense
tho acreage
State Council of
tkges that In inmany iscoses
to be increased as
bens
planted
Soon to Be Soldiers to Con much
20
as
per cent.
sult Lawyers About Their Journal Want Ads bring r"ilt

Rights,

'

may find that you do; and the visit
will cost you nothing."
The local committee, composed of
YV. A. Kelcher, chairman; K.K harnes,
T. J. Mabry, A. A. sodilki ami J. M.
Raynolds, the latter u bunker, who
will assist men in arranging their financial affairs, has offered to
in any way possible in the community meetings propo.d by the state

L

Roswell. X. M., May 18. The trite
saying that u. "lliinK of beauty is a joy

forever,"

JOT1ML CLASSSFEEP

Wsisai

THE BRONGO

SPLENDID

'
i,

Rooms and Board,

L . i itixuvln Wllil flU.lvu
are writing
MANT prospective students
about board and room for our summer
for
aecommodatlont
have
who
All
term
one or more students are requested to list
locstlon,
us
definitely
stating
them with
Wrle,
terms and kind of accommodations.
627.
Albuquerque Business College or Phone

'

'PASTURAGE.

with water" In coy
in
dvanc.
limits. 11.50 per month
;
Phone 2178-SEVENTY seres of pasture, (2 per hes..
Dolde's Ranch, 4 miles soutl
month.
town. Phone 1128.

FOR" RENTI'asttire

FORRENT OR SALE.
FOR SALE OR RENT Rqpming house, the
Palms Hotel. B. McClughan. 210 West Gold.

WANTED

Position.

HELP WANTED.
ftlule.
WANTED Good
VA.TED-Klrt.c- lss

Plrons 420.
Elk Ilarber

mincer.

laner.

Shop, Gallup, N. M.
WA.vfTliO
Buy li ur ID .vrar
in irrucery itore. Apply 11-- 4

old tu work
South Edith.

Woman cook, $r,0; carppntnra and
lal'Oi-prifEmployment Atfency, 110 South
Third. Phone Mi.
VANTK1
llookkeeper nnd
male or female. Address, M:H!n txper-lcnc- (,
etc. l!ox H H, Care Journal.
WANTKP At onoe (ompptent bookkeopi'r
familiar with typwrlter, who can read und
write Spanish. Kefrrenccs required. Apply
Loa
to County Highway Superintendent,
t.tinaa, K. M.
WANTKD

Female.
WANTMDWoman
for houtie work. Good
wages. Apply HI7 North Thirteenth.
WANTED Small Rirl to help villi llglit
work part of day. 14 lil West Central.
WOMAN
For general housework; no cookC
intr. Address tlox 6211. AtbtKiuerqile.
WANTED Nurse girl from 1 to 7 p. m.
Apply at 220 1.2 West Silver mornings. WANTE1
Housekeeper, small family, f pply :i2:i s,,ulh Mulberry, l'hnne .ll
WANTEl
Experienced aenmtr.'ss to take
charge of our alteration room. The Economist.
TEl.EORAPHrSt7nrap"hy, Bookkeeping
Hoard, room, tultlqn may be earned. Catalog free. Mackay Business College, Los Angeles.

WANTED Wlunuil for office work. Must
write good hand nnd be accurate Rt figures. Apply at once. Tire Imperial Laundry

Co.

c'hiN
WANTED bill or woman to rarn?-jdren and assist with light Imusew irk on
the 1'pper Pecos for tho summer. Apply
Mrs. E. T. Chase, 1015 West TIJtras.

FOR SALE

Poultry and Eggs

Homer pltfeons. Phone 2321V
FOR HALTFOR SALE Brown leghorn and R. L letting
eggs prise strain, 11 00 tor 11 Robinson, .Old
Town, Phone 2297.
FOirSALH A few turkey eggs from extra
fancy range bred big Tlronse turkcya. Price
60 cents each. E. W. FEE.
FOR HALE S. C. White leghorn baby
chicks and hatching eggs. Box 818. Phone
K9. llentry's Poultry Munch.
FOR SALE Haby chicks. Harred Rocks.
15 cents. Mrs. Kate
Iteda and
Tudor. 1B15 Lincoln street, Topcka, Kansas.
FOR
Thoroughbred H. C. R. I. Reds and B. P. Rocks.
Red Poultry Yds., 41 W. Atlantic. Ph. 1483W
Ffll"SALK
"Layer .indPa.ver"WhlteTl.cg"
horn
chicks, lis for 100; 9.r,o for
25.
' for baby
Tott's Poultry Ranch, P. O. box
107, city; Phone 177T.
FOR SALE Best S. a R.
Reds In New
Mexico. Eggs for hatching. After June It
will sell 50 fine breeding hena. Book youi
order early, f. P. Hay. '234 North High.

;,

t

For Rent

Rooms With Board.

RENT
lull
North

Porch
High. Plrone 2322
FOR RUNT Front room with porch, b ard,
private family. 523 South High.
FOR RENT Desirable room with excellent
board', also garage. 423 West Coal. Phone
1889.

;
NT

Ijirge clean room, sleeping
porch and board for gentleman. 608 South
.
Edith.
VOIt RENT Nicely furnished roVms. close
703
first-clasSils
West
board.
no
In.
sick,
ver.
HIGH class board and sleeping porch with
room at summer rates, 135. 634 South Arno.
Phone 1518-fioOM. bpard and sleeping porch tor ens
gentleman convalescent. Ono ther boarder. Modern 801 South Walter.
FOR RENT Deslrajile rooms, with sleeping
table
porch, hot and cold water, first-claboard. Casa de Oro, 613 West Gold. .
For convales
fEL JARDIN KsejON'DIDO
cents. Has some very aesiranie vacancteg
just now. 1801 West Central. Phone Ilia.
TCHERCULARS
Sputum Cups Packed
Flat Red cups 11.10 per 100. white cups
11.00 per 100. Postpaid. C. F. Cleaveland,
Las Cruees. New Mexico.
BEFOREseeklng a summer reeart visit EM
Jardin Enooodido For Convalescents As
mountain ramp. All conveniences
coo) ai
A few vaesneles so'on. U01 West Ontral. - .
SHADY NOOK ranch offers excellent room
and hoard. Just the place to get strong.
For rates phone 142HF-4- ; free transportation
Accommodations now available. Mra. H. B.
Thomas.
MRS,"W'. II. HBt-'D- .
of the ixH.khart Ranch
has moved to 602 South Arno street, where
Is
to
she
take health seekers
prepared
.
;
Phone 333,
FOR-RE-

The bulletin sent out by the state W"aNEDusuToii
losTh11?UooX
council ,asks that the men in class 1 . references. l'hone 1469-MONEY TO LOAN.
call upon the lawyers who have been WANTEoV I will tolled touf monthly bills
recruited to serve the army without at a low cost. References.- A 1. .'ournal.
charge; or to consult their own law- RftlXllfi"ladywlll go to homes and care
yer, it they prefer. Among other
tor children by hour or day. Phone 2189-things, the bulletin says: "If you are WANTEDExperlenced'
ffavefffng salesman
not sure you nfced advice, go to see the married and over draft aire. A- eferansaa. BOARD and tent cottages for gentlemen
are
s
or anlesman. Adr
collector
health seekers slg mile north of Santa
wants
if
you
position
lawyer nnyho
Fe, N. M. Address Box 83, Bants, Fe N, If.
ur xou don't need; legal advice. They dremi A I, Journal
v
-l

;i&ven

.

'

Some bargain is right. An
Four Itooin Cottage, S. llnmdway,
lot, east front, city and well
modern house with laYgo sleeping
terms. Only
porches, fine lot, trees and shrub- water, close to shops.-Easbery, good location. Present owner Is $1,550.00.
furliving In house and taking in $A0 per
For Kent. Four nnd
month from rental of rooms. We will nished cottages.
offer t for a short time for $3,000. It
'
& CO. ,
you want an Investment, you had better get busy and see,
TIIIKD & GOLD.
m

flvc-ruo-

Li3
A Good Line of
KCClS.
RANGES,
SHADES,
LINOLEUMS, FUKNITUKiO. ETC.
New and Sccotul Hand
We want to buy what you have
to sell
6TAU
CO.
118 West Gold

PROFESSIONAL

JOHN W. WILSON
. . Attorney
Cromwell Building
Rooms 15. 17 nnd Is.
Phone 1171

leoni.v it iioiiev
Suite

TQAOTON

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS

Aliorneys t Law
Law Library Uulldlng

3,

1IKXT1HTS

I)R. J. K. KRAFT
Dental Surgeon
Phone
Rnrnett Uulldlng
Rooms
Appointments Made by Mall

jFOJAEjlc

T44

FOR SALE single buggy good condition.
Jlarguln. l'hone 1077.
FOU KK.NT ft'KMSHKD.
b. r.
FOR SALE
Steel lawn SH iir. C.eod condi2
and
porches
sleeping
FIRE
I.nrge
REAL ESTATE,
INSURANCE,
Dentist
tion. 4H.I South First, l'hone STS.
$40. Ou. Ihindy swell house L'iO.Oi) per month,
LOANS.
Mell-i- l
Rooms
Bulldlnr
almost new, a dandy $J7.t0. Small FOR SALE- - New 2" lb. refrigerator. Call
216 W. Gold.
Phone 166. 3-good
PHYSICIANS AND SI ItdEONS
niom and porch 121.30. .Not furnished,
303 South Tenth or l'hone UISKI-- room Hnd porch $20.00.
FOR SAI.EIlrown willow"" bany""cnr,t:,pe! DR. MAROtRKT O. r.4RTWRIOHT
ft. Mrt'l.urilAN. 210 West Cold, l'llnne OOt
Excellent condition, lllo South Walter.
Practice l imited to Women's nnd ChbV
,
.Notary 1'iibllo. Insurance. Money to Loan. FOR SALE-1'l- nto
LOST.
an,-ilren's Diseases
wimt, beans at 10c
1S17-219
1123
l'hone
E. Central Phone Sit, Albuquerque, M. It
North Fifth,
per pound,
LOT lYnifi)e bull temo,, wflshs about
-SA
I.E
5
new
J 100
FOR
No.
Typwrlter
fifty pounds. Whfto with red brlndle
BAKhS
.Underwood. Address J. Jones, V. M. C. A. t)B. TIM.
spots. Ears trimmed. He ward. Hetura to C.
FOR RENT Rooms.
Practice Limited to Rye, Car, Nose end
V. Hunter, City Hall.
FOR
of
all
THROAT
or any part house for rent. 509 South
North.
Office Hours: 10 to 12; J to 8
.
Third.
State
Bunk Building
National
FOR RENT Dwellings.
FOR SA I.E I'prlght force pump and puhif)
FOB HUNT 9 housekeeping rooms with private bath. 9I Korth Kourth.
jack. Thone 14M-- J, vr call U21 North Bee. DH. SAR AH ( OKLR
North,
Practice Limited to Children.
ond.
2
rooms. 116
l'Xill KENT FurMshed
Office Rooms 1 and 2, Wright iildg.
n
modern house
FOR KENT Four-roocabiFOR SALE White e.lanieled
North Second. Aihuqueriue Hotel.
Fourth and Cold.
Call mornlnga a
or unfurnished.
net us
aa new. Inquire 1203 South
Hours 3 p. m. to 5 p. m.
Foil ltKNT Uuoins eaj 01 week, hath; Second Ht, good
403 North Second.
Residence phone 2070.
Office Phone 6t
steam heat; no sick: over Golden Hule Store
ElP
turnlarred bungaFOK SAI.K OirRENT-Scwlng"niac'hr- ne7
FOH RICNT Sevun-rooKENT Modern furnisnea
rooms; no
I.. C.ROCT.
low In Kourth ward. ISalh. eltctrlo lights, ifOR
and
DR.
Phone
IDA
pert
repairing
adjusting.
lck; running water. W814 West Central. I9.V7-hardwood floora, troes. I'hne loa
Osteopathia rh 4e1aA.
Honrs 10 to 6. Suite I. Woolworth Building.
FOH ftENT Furnished rooms for houseFOR .SALE Driving mare, buggy and harnHoutk).
Office Phons 1840. Residence Phone tSt
North Third.
keeping, single room. 121
ess, .also one-yestandard bled colt,
collage FOU HUNT Cool, clean, outside rooms and I'lH'lie 2084, 502 West (Slate.
Fill: UKNT Furnished two-rou- n
with porch. fiO.'i Went Lead.
Ulo Grande, 619 West Central
W. M. SHERIDAN, M.
apartm-ni- s.
FOR SALE
A li ndy little horsT, riiboer-- '
Phone ll.r:.
tired buggy nnd set single harness. All
house,
VOH RH.NT One. furniiKT
Practice Matlted to
51J0-W- .
l'hone
4M South Seventh. Apply at 214 West flold.
desirable,
very
-(IRANI) CENTRAL HOTEL Rooms by (lay,
GENITO-rjIUNAIl- Y
DISEASES AND
PuuHiuvr-Moder- n
week or month; steam heat and hath; rea. FOR SALE Ladles' conts and suits
limine, fnvninh-e$3
DISEASIiS OF THE SKIN
to J8. Sanitary good as new. 101 West
for three months. Very reasonable. 411 sonable rates.
4
Mountain Road. l'hone 24
South Second. No sick.
FOR RENT Nice" room with modsrn c
MIONE 886,
KOH KENT Furnished snall buiuralow, one
steeping porch. Close In. 616 FOR SALE Mountain wagon, surrey. 1 bugCltlzenit flank Itldg.
Alhaqnerqsin.
room and glassed sleeping porch. I.f.ht West .Copper.
and
double
also
gy,
lvtrrtss.
single
buggy
nt
and water paid; ill Pvt nvou'.h. SIS West FORRHNT Nicely fuTnisned Veems,-pleasaShufflebarger Transfer Ham, 114 John.
Coal.
location, close In, no sick, no children. Foil SA I.E Fruit Jieis 55 "Via "iloz. Jelly
tor. West Fruit.
Phone 1944-marhlue, tubs, FOR SALE Five bred I'oiana China sows.
jars IT, eta do'?. Wa.-hlnJliglminoA.
Saxon roadster 1140. 212 North
Phone 2412-Fi'OH REN'i Furnished rooms and'hotwe-keepln- g holler, ringer.13211-J
Phone
new modern house;
WILL share my modern bungalow with conFOR s7vLH,,d healthy weaned pigs, ti.su,'
apartments;
.
1!i8j-Jbe
400
FOR
Phone
no sick. 215 North Seventh.
SALE
genial couple.
porch rockers: Must
Phone 2(12 F.S.
sold during next 10 days. 50 settees, and FOR
"Deslratiie
modern fVR RENT Two oi three unfurnished
FOR" RENT
SALE Twj good work homes rcuicn-abl- e.
furniture. Llviruston Furniture
furnished cottage. Phone I1S3-rooms for housekeeping; running water; other lawn Second.
l'hone 2412-For call (10 Co., South
1300 ' no sick taken. l'hone 13S8-FOIt" RENT Furnished" bungalow
FOR
SALE 1 mule," 14 hands high; fine'
To
WANTED
ust
several
l)
Kelelnr.
cottages,
buy
South Edith. Phone lilt or 721.
condition. The Texas L'otnuany.
show good returns, (llvo price end loFOR RENT Furnished "cntlago. iiOS South FOR RENT Furnished room with
cation or will pay no attention. Address K, FOR HALE Team nv ymeg mules, reasonpr.tvh. Sulttthle for light
housekeeping. O.
Edith. 113.50 month. Llht,wi terpald.
able. Fred W. Hakes. Bin 882, City.
Jourtutl.
ady
Special S12.II0. water and electric light raid.
FOR TtENT Furnished twn.toi m cottage don
FOR BALE Cheap, three city bloke dollvery FOIt SALE Young" Hereford bulla,-reNorth Second, l'hone liOt.
with sleeping porch. 1022 South Walter.
for service. W. T. Savage. Morlarty, N. M.
set
two
with
nnd
horses,
single harness,
rooms
furniHWea
outside
RENT
FOR
Nicely
furnished cottage.
also two bakery delivery wagons, FOR SALE Thoroughiireo Tloistcln heifer
FOR RENT Three-rooby the week or month; also furnished roam collars;
at your own price. Erwood Bakcalf of best breeding and a fine individual;
Inquire 617 South Hroadway: Phone 2134-.for light housekeeping. Elms Hutel, corner the latter
122 West Silver.
Two-rooery,
ngo 8 months. O. II. Clarke. Albuquerque, N,
FOR'HENT
house furnished wtth First and Tlleras.
728
111 per month.
East
ROOF
PAINT
sleeping porches;
FOR RENT Furnished, front room in pricafe will T()H SALK Two burro, alno una
Santa Fe.
vate home, suitable for man and wife or jOo per gallon. Roofs under our
ft mala
house. two young ladles, heiisekcepllig privileges If Improve from year to year. We can put on
blood hound, 10 m until
FOR RENT Furnished four-rooalt rrmf
a
new
as
as the houml pupplea, 8 months old;old;
Inst
will
roof
tlvit
1 work bona.
long
wuter
to
and
1024
North Sixth.
shops, light
paid. desired.
convenient
1M3-The Manzano Co, Phone
O. W. Hunter. CfUy Hall.
J 7.00 per month. 1100 South Arno.
i FOR
RENT Light, airy, tront bed room; building.
ilO South Walnut.
XXsx r"uTi t oc
T h jO ( i o
FOR It ENT Furnished two.roomlnodern
co. ot
also sleeping porch with dressing rmim
cement
roof
ERIE
carbon
roof
and
palm
cottage with large glassed porch; . a tar. adjoining hsth. No sick. 21 North Fifth.
Alljuiiueniue, N. M, can aupply at all
Tee Devoe
.387-Tfive
lasts
years.
stwpg
leaks;
ISH7-l'hone
tlin"
(llll'fleld.
bred
610
East
brt'd
herd
bnarn
(rllts.
Phone
,s(w.
and
gain.
rcnily paint, floor paint. Valspar. Jap-a-layonna" Pturf nt moderate prtrea. Several ex- -t
Modern
FO- R- RENT Furnlshed4vroiin
cold water kalsomine, and bo satisfied,
Houtli.
ra A "ml y n u n sr boa r rra d y fur Be r v I
bungalow. Willi sleeping porch, half block
408
F.
W.
Thos.
Keb
her.
Central. Phone 410. Wo now havn a limited amount of high
from car line. Call at 13H East Copp?r or j p'OlV itENT FunilsSed front room, FlghT
Rrade Hfekurv Klnt? mimm! corn at 20o pep
1 OK
1 none
SALIC.
and airy. 009 West Lead.
Onn
iijMi-M'slvr
s;ifi largo lo. pound and Velvet bearm fur plaiitintr with
four-rooRurj;liti'
FOIt'ltENT Furnished room; modern. 419
FOR RENT Near university, new
corn at l'".u. Ano Soy
at U'.c per
One H..ynl N(). r, tyfvr!trr.
brick bungalow, modern and nhicly furn
South Sevinlh. Phono 111S-One Nut tuna I fafh Ilcni-l- r,
nrw mwlrl, pound. Cauii with order. This combination
ished, two porch' s, glassed in sjeplne roc m. FOIt ItENT-Nlco- lf
furnished nousekoping" prlniint; Klip, oak flnl:li, rrKlat'rs up In fi- makeji (he bvnt hoy fuvd. Offlue U'lti South
Call 224 North Sycamore.
rooms, reasonable. l'hone 1773."
Onn. Xiiltiriiul
'hIi l:Kltf, prlntlnic nit p. Third. I'hona t:'S8.
fTTr RENT-Jun1st modern four-rooFOR JtfC.NT
Large, clean turntsned roo s. rif;iHtrrs ujt to f.'it. fat'd never it your but
bungalow with sleeping poreli, furnished',
Ik perfect com.iUmi.
Call evenings. 400 Botith Seventh.
FOR RENT Apartments.
fine location, one block from enr line'. 200
One Amnrirat aiMltiR machine; nihtn arnl
FOR RENT . Furnished rooms, 414 West Sil
North Klnt street, fall 14I1I-- J afternoons.
trufiil fnr ulmst
all
mihtruclh;
RE.NT-Furnlsslt-kpurpnwi
no
no
children.
ver;
appartmsnu from
in nreili'd.
FOR RENT Three-roowlite aihllntx tnai-liincottage; glass Inis up st Ii04Norlh Heoond;
Furnished rooms for light
Two fibre rafe'i
with
closed sleeping porch, bath, electric lights, FOR RENT
fcleeicopo
ntylo
FOR
724 utrapR of InntJier; 12 In.
room
coal
stoves
and
Tlircn
See
and
Ri:.T
16
ith. fileru
30
til!:
water
gas
In.
renovnied.
housekeeping;
paid.wide,
completely
Apartments. Rankin it t'o., phone l'S7.
Inchra bnx. I.'nhroaktthle,
Nalonal investment Co., 102 North Third. South Second.
izo.
tmir-rooOne
Phono 635,
rrnt- Threo or
el'ti)i(! tranttf'irinrr. amnll
Fiji
apartments
Highlands.
One Int
ssiHlern no kick. 409 Bouth First. Inquire
electric light i;!obeg,
FOR ItENT f he 1st of June new tiunguiotv,
ed
rooms.
tU South. o!)t(tit aeven pierH,
Havoy hotel.
five rooms,
sleeping porches, furn- FOR
Waller. Phone 202.
Owv lHipe Multfplix fixture 11 wins.
ished nice, and pluno; also house in rear of
I'till RI'..N r h urnislied two-rooapart-mn- t,
mttjiH,
Fuiulsbcd room. Plume 2073, (lisplnvlnx plriiren, flniwlhff.
of lot of three rooms and sleeping porch, Foil i:e.'T
nimlern Willi sleeping porch, close
or llffht dry texnin, ete,
40
In. Phono 3r)3.
lot South Walter.
All for
furnished.
per month, l'hone
One Multiplex:, smaller, with etarht wlnffn.
1514-409 North EdltlH
with slc.pln
FOR RENT Largo room
Theiio nr(lele may be Reen by applying at FOR RKNT Three and "four-roofurnished
'' (it'tirral.
porch; Ideal for two. 615 Kast Central.
apartments, modern, no sick, ioo block
H'fom
Metropolian Uloi.-k-, corner Central Bouth
Bluth.
mTr
A
roomsand"
RENT
Hotel
fight,
v..
Three
Payor
Inquire
Ht.
nnd
First.
airy
FOlVTtENT New modern
bungalow,
FOR RUNT
steeping porch for light housekeeping. 614
Jo',ins. IurnrhcdF.nctri
furnace, garage, $"2. 50. Phone 945.
South Arno.
lights S ninl water. .o children or sick.
.Modern"
WANTED
houses
Miscellaneous.
FOR RENT
r
r, i Fifteen
Price
Two
unfurnished
Dollars. 000 North tiec-en- d.
rooms
RENT
IFOR
and
close in; some furnished, Uood houses. W.
Phone not
WANTKO-K- Hff
ru wrrf.,. ihone 1280,
one furnished; modern; uu sick, na childII. McMllllon. Iflli West Gold.
ren. 421 South Edith.
A
F. f
West' Central."
Autom oliile ?iie7: h a Hies; h g I iea t THIS WA.SIlfNtftNrin-l'i- l
FOR RENT Dining the summer, nicely FOR RENT Two furnished rooms with" W X T
The finest, modern apartment house In the
pay. I.tillrr Auto t'o.
furnished suburban home, all nodern constate.
For
401
no sick or children.
well
South
Phone
soil If
people
only.
porch;
VVA
modNTKD
LlRht Badtlle xuitable for fifteen none vacant
veniences; Immediate possession Alven;
get on the waiting list. J. D.
erate rental. Address P. 0.Pox U,' City. Broadway.
year old boy. phone 109.
Kakln.
j
Prop.
Two furnished, rooms for light
VAXTKI
Han eiiRlne man to operate gas
FOR KGN'r-$5- 0
per month. "Ideal modern FOR RENT
housekeeping, with sleeping porch. 321
Ut Co.
Bummer home on Pecos river, two miles
enRine; best wax', Huller
South Walter.
FOR SALE Automobiles.
Five
furnished
rooms,
Ranch.
heyond Valley
WAXTKUKlilirm
hois,' mltalle f r ludyT
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and aleep-tn- g
for housekeeping. Address George F.
1015
Went
mnrnlns.
Apply
FOR FAt.K Ford trVk, Phone 2405-FTljeras.
M.
224
N.
South
porch, gentlemen preferred.
Valley Ranch,
jim at yur own FOR SAI.I3 Ford touring car in first-clas- s
IjA t)Y"'S rihampooln
Walter. Phone 1672.
home price 50 rents. Phone 1H.H5-condition. Reasonable. CI 4 outh Arno.
Downstairs
RENT
room
FOR
4vusekeeplng
SALE
Estate.
Real
FOR
I,aT5
withcar woutd"like't(Tdrlve partlea
with adjoining hath end. sleeping porch-elosUatea.
an
hour. l'hone 108r,.J.
$1.00
on North High 150 feet
FOR SALE
In. 111.00 per month, also two other
FOR SALE
Ranches.
curtalna
and
washed
from Central avenue. East front. Phons nice housekeeping rooms. 309 South Broad, WA.NTKD-I.ac- e
inw
i ies. a miles south of liar- .
13J3-J- .
Phone 1276-- J.
tret(!hed a?ic per pair. Phono lf83-J- .
way.
50 acres cultivated,
ton.
well. In
bun
WANTEIJ rPlano player who ian handle fine bean country and nu ciodgood
FOR SALE 400 equity fn five-rooGeneral.
failure!. Ott
Uaife and concert music. Apply at 4 IS in anu plant this year.
galnw: will consider automobile In trade FOIt IU?NT Furnished
timber
and
Ii;g
roonf with board In Bouth Perond
Phone 2244.
"'""'v "f -lnr
land. Prl-H.luO Q'i; fa ay
modern home spacious porch, plenty of
h ron ehtT asTTp r'i c$Tpi d "ro r"j u n k terms. J. D. Keleher, 40S West Ce'it.-s- i
FOR SALE Two houses and one aore of shade Ideal for summer. Phone 1215.
nv THE HOUTHWESTBRN JUNK CO.. FOR 8At,B-T- he
land. Apply Mis. Chaves. Old Town, one
f nest At fruit ana
114 WKKT r.KAf). P II ON
619. WK ALSO
block north from end of car line.
falfa ranch In the talloy. must be sola
BUY OLD AtTTOS.
.
a
once:
FOirTs.U.E Arkansas timber land and unFOR SALE Furniture.
fat
bargain; three ecr-- s of chclce
WANTI5D--T- wo
or threo flrtt-clamilk bearing fruit trees; rest In alfalfa- - two.
improved farm land. Owner will trade for FOR SALE Furniture of
house Inpowk. .lerneya oi Holitelnfl: must be pood room house with sleeping porches: plenty ot
Albuquerque city property, or New Mexloo
3
Inch
steel
bed,
cluding porch swing, bsby
P. fx Box 136 out buildings; this
one; will pay fffod
ranch land. Address P. O. bog 381, Albu. bed.
.ir"s cm? will almost
dressers, sewing machine, elecrlo stand Ctty; or Phone 43?. prlca.
t
nay-. for ths place. Phone Uft or call at U4
querquc.
Inmp.
mirror, graphaphone, baby buggy, WAVTED-Recond-ha- nil
rnt,.a1
men's and boys'
Must be
buffet, couch, book caae. etc.
elothrs, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
aold at on. 604 South Third.
FOR SALE Houses.
cases.
nd
Call
suit
ill.
of
On
account
for
Utl. hand store. 117 Bouth First Chicago Second
leaving
TIME CARDS.
FOR SALE Nice home, furnished and a FOR HALF,will sell at very reasonable
prices
good saying business. 44,000, auf cash, theIfornla.
WANTED iO.oiiO hags, pay from 2o to 9o
Edison
1230.00
One
Mahogany
following:
'
'
Journal
Bungalow,
'fje4l
each, .too tons scrap Iron. Pay from
with records, bought six months ago, for
My residence In University t200.00, two whist tables. 1 ptano lamp, one to
FOR 8ALI5
per lb. Patriotic duty. St. l.oula
Junk Co., 404 Bouth First street. Phone S73.
Sleeping porches garage, etc. coal range, one brass bed and springs, pn
Heights.
Terms If necessary. Phone 309 or 1J28-iron cot and mattress, one oak pedestal, one STANLEY K015IEI.A, tailor. .V. T. Armljo
gasoline lank, one Ivory chair and
FOR SALE A fine little home In highlands
building. Room 19. Corner Ontral and
table, one- - 4 Iron bed and spring. Second Ladles and gents suits made to or ATCUISON. TOrFK.4
glassed In sleeping porch, 11.100. Terms If stand
SANTA F
AIL.
Interested
Phone 1293 or call 31 North der. Cleaning, pressing and repairing. All
If
wanted. J. D. Keleher. 401 Central. Phone
WAT Cft.
"
Fifth..
410
work guaranteed.
Weatbobiid. '
MATTtlESKKS
house plenty
renovated In same or new No.
urt,
fOlt SAL.ii- .- ety
Arrlvee. Depart,
Cits.
lick. Furniture repaired, upholstered and 1. The Scout
closet and sleeping porches. god plire
BUSINESS CHANCES.
7:10 pm.
I:)pm,
on
Interest
will
to live which
rerinlrhed. Springs reetretrhed. satisfaction 3. California Limited
pay
money
11:00 am. 11.10 am.
Invested. If Interested Phone 780 or call at
guaranteed. Albuquerque Mattress Factory, 7. Fargo Fast
1:45 am. 10:11 am.
419 Souh Edith.
,
loit South Second. Phone 471.
9. Tho Navajo
U:H;m, UiKaa, '
OR
HotI In W.n1ow, Art.; WANTED Careful kodak finishing by mas.
Sonthbound.
S04. Ttl
Paso Evpress
team heat: Hot and cold water with food
ter photographers.
U:t pro.
Twice daily sen-Ice- .
WANTED Salesmen. Addrcaa PaUo
11:04 am.
Rend lit. El Paso Express
buaineH on bulnenfl
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
WANTED Traveling Salesman experienced Hotel, P. O. Bo JM, Wlnilow, Ari.,
established
a
to
firm.
your finishing
reliable,
EMtbouad.
In working small towns to setl crockery,
A Hanna; master fhntoernnhee
14. Tho Scout
T SSam.
I:sub.
enamelware, glassware, ntveites, etc. Bide
t. The Navajo
J:l!pm. 1:40 pro.
RENT
Miscellaneous.
line or exuluilve. Fullcommiaelon
weekly FOR
4:40 pm. 7:00 pro.
4. California
TYPEWRITERS.
Limited
deliveries.
on aonroved business. . Prompt
re Bight.
HOUSES and Riga to Jerr.es Springes chesp TTPEWRITERM All inaKre. uveru-ui- .u
..Iillpm. t:Upia.
sou
Right prices, Reference required. Tyler Man
rates. S. Oarcle, Mil Murth Arao.
i. Lotus.' ma.
Iraa Seaik, 1M
repaired. Ribbons (or every machine.
ufacturing Company,
I4.
an.
Kansas city and Chicago.
FOlT itrKNT'4fenile driving horse sna BugTypewriter Eicliange. I'llonf tit
rna.
411 Kansas City ant Cnjoago, t:
121 South rnurth.
gy, II 00 for I hours, fhone 15S4-irinBUj supd PV
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
Plumbers; Hot Water and Steam Heating; Tinner

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
4BSOLLTELY

PHONE SI 5.
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LAST TIME TODAY
Pictures and Music
House of High-clas- s

STAKED OUT AND

FOX Pres:nU

WILLIAM

RED

CROSS

0Y

BY AUTOMOBfL E

OR

IRK

'

ion

ttv

Western

and 26,

(In. I.h'. I'iw t'oil- butter duo liKuIn

Lo s Taylor, the

Uoiildcrudo

No.

-

daugh-'e- r
Final surveys of the proposodi Rio
of the Rev. and Mrs. C. T. Taylor. Grande Park were completed yesterliO.'i
Contill.utlii:; the entire proceeds
North Edith street, sustained day by Edmund Ross, county engia three-da- y
program, with the excep- srious Injuries when she was- hit by neer, and a plat of the park will be
tion of a guarantee, to Ihe local chap, in automobile on Fast Central av- filed with the. county clerk by City
ter of the Red Cross, the Itadciitfe enue in front of the library building Attorney Keleher within the next few
THE LAND WHERE THE
days. This completes the preliminary--chautaiiua will open here .May 24,
Bl ST MAN WINS
yesterday afternoon. She suffered a work,
the l, latter now being up
with two and three entertain- fracture of. the right thigh, a lasccr-ateto the real estate owners.
Mix brings his hair-raiToiii
Expendiments daily. In addition to the reguJcft arm and wound over one eye. tures of the $7,200 available for instunts nlili Idir
notrrn
ing
lar Chautauqua there will lit a junior
The girl was crossing the street itial Improvements will begin immeiiuiiln in this picture. And
exChautauqua under direction of an
afoot behind a street car, which had diately when the desired lands have
II. e story gives liim and
3
The car been deeded to tho city.
perienced director. Red Cross teams stopped r.ear the crossing.
his player. uu opportunity ti:
are selling season tickets for the obstructed her view and she ran
on the screen Home of the
The recent crop or mosquitos have
put
most humorous situations, llae
made property owners In the western
Chautauqua and espect large returns squarely In front of the automobile
from the arrangement with the
you ever seen cowbojs in dree
which was going west on Central. Thf end of town more than ever desirous
Wiilcli their amies of dissuits?
company.
auto was driven by A. S. Chaves. The of quick action toward tho draining
gust for drawing room clothe,'
The Neapolitan male quartette is girl was taken to St. Jos?ph's liospi and cleaning out of the sloughs in tho
in this picture. Tom MJx has a
the feature of the opining day pro- - ,.u jn tn(J cap f)f j ,.. Kl(lcrj wjho han. park area. A party of tourists from
sensational love affair anil lie
gram. On the morning ot me seconu pened to appear at the scene of the ac Illinois and Kentucky called at th"
wins deypilc desperate C S
Chamber of Commerce yesterday and
day an expert of the food administra- cidont. The car driven by Chaves was said
pilLECTlbw" WUHAM T05C- enemy odds.
they had spent half a t' ty explortion will deliver a lecture and give a j filled with tourists returning' from the
banks of tho Rio Grande from
the
ing
on
"Mobil,
the
demonstration
subject,
mountains.
Old town to Rarelas. They stated that
bring American Kitchens to Help Win
Drs. R. U Hust, S. L. Burton and P. Albuquerque's
proposal for a river
of
that G. Cornish were summoned. Physic-inn- s road and the elmlnation
A Sl'XSHIXE COMEDY" of (lie most famous comedies
the War." On the afternoon
In the
of mosquitos
comday the Metropolitan Concert
world. A comedy that you ha've never hccu the like licfore. You
say the girl shows no symptoms would, if carried out, make Ibis city
a
pany will entertain in addition to
of internal injuries and will recover. the show town of the southwest. They
will LAlGIi, LACGH, LAIGH.
domestic science lecture by an expert The Rev. Taylor Is at present attend- were enthusiastic over the river view
the volcanoes, and predicted
in this line.
MATINEE Admission .
. . .Adults, 10c; Children, 5c
ing the Baptist's convention at Hot toward
that the park boulevard If built, would
The David Duggin Concert company Springs, Ark.
EVENING
Admission.
ressome
..Adults, 15c; Children, 10c
will
day be lined with handsomo
provide entertinmcnt on the
idences.
third day with two lectures on patriotTIME
OF
SHOWS
I, 2:30, 4:00, 5:30, 7, 8:30 10 P. M.
'COAL WEEK' IS
Park Will Protect City From Floods.
ic subjects.
E.
A.
in
Hutchinson,
City Engineer
Children of the Albuquerque schools
SCHEDULED FROM
preparing specifications for tho park
are to be given an opportunity to win
has
for the
provided
Improvement,
season tickets for the Chautauqua in
JUNE 3 TO JUNE 8 construction of a
dyke under the rourt-waa contest. To the boy and girl maltwhich will protect the adjacent
ing the most words out of the letter!,
real estate from any possible floods.
The Cnited Stales fuel administracontained in the words, Albuquerque tion has designated the week of June At the same time the series af 'ving
in each of the ward 3 to June 8, as "Coal Week" and spedams along the river bank, fi r which
Chautauqua."
schools and the central school, will lie cial efforts will be made
by the
that funds have been appropriated,
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
during
will insure
commissioners,
given a season ticket.
week, throughout the United States, county ihe
loss of property by erosion.
Xo letter may be used more times to
against
enoourage the early ordering of the These improvements, protecting the
thun it appears in the words, "Albu- winter
supply of coal by consumers.
level land the city has to groiv
querque Chautauqua."
It is believed by the administration only
on, will be constructed as soon as the
in
the
who
children
are
Only
pupils
that with the bulk of the winter sea- park strip along the river has been
ward schools or the Central school son's coal ordered during the sum- - ceded
to tho city.
contest.
the
enter
may
Local real estate men have esti'mer months that the consumers will
Each contestant must do his or her bo
protected from a possible short- mated that the establishment of the
own work unaided.
age or a lack of transportation, and park will greatly enhunce land values
The words submitted must be writ- that it will be possible
to more equal- on the meadows, This is said to be
IX SIX PARTS
ten on paper and dropped into a box ly distribute the nation's supply when the haxiH for the refusal of the city
I HOM
THE VERY SI CI ESSITI, STAGE COMEDY" OF SAME
Officials and Chamber of Comnnr.'n
which Is provided at the Economist the demand is heavy.
to even discuss the purchase of any of
NAME
store not later than fi p. m., May 2'i.
Together wlfli the request that the the lands desired for park purp.is.'S.
Hook by E1)V. ARI PEPLE.
Directed by I,. V. WIXDOM
Each list shall bear the name anu consumers
their coal early Is
orJor
V 8. R.
address and the name of the school Ithe request that they wait patiently
1 1
.1 .
of the contestant.
for deliveries. If, as is expected, the I. X. L. GROCERY IS
i
The Judges in the contest will be dealers are flooded with orders dur1 to t;
ENTERED BY THIEF
Mrs. Reuben Perry, Mrs. A. II. Stroup
ADMISSION, 10c: 6 to II ADI LTS, 13c; CHILDREN, 10c.
ing the week, their deliveries naturally
and Miss Martha Valliant.
will be somewhat delayed.
The I. X. I,. grocery
store, 931
Already in many communities
of a normal year's supply of coal South Edith street, was robbed someias been ordered and in the east time Saturday night or early yesterDR. H. M. BOWERS
FRESH CIIOCOIiATE SHOP
dealers have been virtually
day morning, according to a report
CHOCOLATES
with orders. West of the which reached tho police at 11 o"clock
Onfmptithlc Physician, tprrlnllzins In
I, OS ANGELES
Kar, No,.. Hiitl Tfinmt, Anllimu. Hay
Mississippi, however, there has been yesterday morning.
Occidental
Fevrr, Cutnrrhttl llrnfnrtft.
The proprietor of the store went to
much delay in the ordering and in
I.lf,. KIiIk., Third and (lold. Ktniilcnca
been shut his place of business yesterday mornsome cases mjnes have
Ensign M. Vera Butchkareff, comoffice phone
phone
Second and Central
mander and organizer of the famous down because of a lack or orders to ing and found that the glass had been
"Crlm.shaw Wants to See You"
"Command of Death" of the Russian keep them operating.
broken from the front door. The thief
then apparently had reached through
W. 8. S.
army, passed through Albuquerque at
0:40 o'clock last evening on train No.
the door and unlocked It. A hasty
WORK OF
4, enroute from Sari Francisco to the FIELD
inventory revealed the fact that apMust sell lit om-East. Persons who were on the train
proximately $35 worth of groceries
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
had been taken.
To Replace That Broken Window
with her say she is bound for France
W. S. S.
Glasa.
ALMOST COMPLETE
where she will work In connection
Ninth Third Street.
at
l ivery and saddlo lwrses. Trimble's ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
with the army. The woman warrior
Beds, porch swing, dreswer, oil
Barn.
Red
42S N. Fink
Phono 421.
was in the uniform of her organization
stove, rugs, sewing macliLiic, cook
-- w. s. s.-According to information received
stove, buffet, dining table, chairs,
and conversed freely with trainmen as by tho Morning Journal yesterday
go cart, phonograph, etc.
to her trip through the United: States.
$1
from Senator A. A. Jones, the comShe arrived In San Francisco a week mittee on appropriations of the house
suits
Four
$1.25.
pressed
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
a
ago.
of representatives has submitted
LcoBrazoH.
Columbia Cleaning Co.
cleaner nnd
Tho "Command of Death" was or- statement of the progress of and plans Contract plan.
,
PHONE 507
690.
Phono
Hulls cleaned and pressed, $1.00. 233
Rusthe
when
In
DELIVERY
1917,
CALL
ganized
AXI)
FREE
for field work in. New Mexico and the
July,
W. S. S.
North Third. Phone K7I.
BATCH'S OLD STAND
sian troops were fleeing In terror beexamination of lands for classification
B. M. "WILLIAMS
fore the Teuton onslaught. As a shame under the
g
homestead
Dentist
to the cowardly soldiers tho women law.
Rooms 1 nnd 2, Whiting Building
HAY FEVER
informed themselves Into a military unit
Phone No. Ml.
The statement of the work gives
Corner Second and Gold.
and saw real fighting against tho Ituna formation that the Clayton land disIts alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy,
in the eastern trenches, t
trict has been completed as has also
Medicine and Finger Surgery.
In one battle when tho Russian men the Tucunicarl land district. In the'
of
Kind
For Any
Hauling.
C. U. CONNER, M. D. D, O,
were fleeing in spite of the prayers Fort Sumner land district the field
Phone 501
Office Stern Building
and curses of their officers the women work is virually completed. Thorhones Office 635. Residence, 825
district has been completed and
stepped Into tho breaoh and stemPARTS"'
tho field work Is progressing well in THE
med the tide of battle. They were reSTORE
ceived on their return march, by their the Las Cruccs district. This district's
IDS S. 1ST. ST.
Russian sisters' with enthusiasm and work will be completed by June 1. P. MATTEt'CCI. ELECTRICALLY.
WORK DONE,
many were marching despite wounds The same situation holds In the Santa Free Call and Delivery, Phone 1054.
Fe district: field work Is In progress
received in battle.
With the famous leader of the Rus- and will be completed by June 1.
of
sian Amazons was a sister-in-laMine. Butchkareff could ENTERTAINMENT FOR
Kerensky.
speak but little English but her relaMole gray maramou f..r
MEMORIAL
tive acted as interpreter when she do- HOSPITAL
e
between town and
hc
sired to communicate with others.
REPORTED A, SUCCESS
manor.
Liberal reward If
O
u 1 i
returned to Journal office.
The entertainment given May 1G by
Fashthe Eureka Supreme Council, No. I,
reis
under the auspices of the Rio Grande
National Development society ,is reported to have been a decided success.
Plans for 'the observance of "Italy The entertainment was for the, beneThor Electric Home Laundry
carecelefit of the Hooker T. Washington MePay" here Friday, May 24, in
A
machine.
Perfect condition.
in the
ful
bration of the third anniversary of morial sanatorium.
study
bargain; leaving town. 62t North
the entrance of Italy Into the world
Several speakers of ability proved
interpretation of
Eirst.
war and the successful completion of interesting and both vocal and Instruthe
style tendenthe Fifth Liberty Loan In Italy, were mental music won the hearty approvcies
of the times
discused at a meeting of Albuquerque al of those present.
' and
Italians in Colombo hall yesterday
S.
W. S.
them to the needs
afternoon. Those present voted to obBelgian Belief Ship Sunk.
serve ths day in a fitting manner and
and .uses of the
Amsterdam, May 19. The Belgian
a committer was namod to have relief ship Cole, with a cargo of barAmerican Womley from New York to Roterdam, has
charge of the work of preparation.
an. .
The committee is composed of: struck a mine on Dogger Bank. AsDue
Now
and
Payable
to the vessel.
Charles Melinl, chairman; John Mo- - sistance has been sent
V. Sv. S.
Pay now and avoid
relli, vice chairman; Guido Paplni,
ARMI JO'S TAXI USE,
312
Call
at
secretary; Frank Fracaroli, treasuror;
Two Oakland cars on day and night
penalty.
Felix Gianotti, Enrico Nascl, Joseph service,
cheap rates by tlic hour.
South Second Street.
Del Frate, Charles Tartaglia, Orcsto Phone 411.
W. S. ft.
Bachechl and, P. Sel.
'
JOHN F. BLAKE,
Persons who wtsu to rrnrw or take
This committee will meet tonight In
., ;
Collector.
Colombo hall to complete plans for out niembcrshfpe In the Red Cross
W .UlUM
the celebration. Melinl said last night eon do so by calling at Strong's Book
Bious DrM
&
Skirt tU
tut
that It Is nrobable they will decide to Store, O. A. Matson Co., Grlnishaw's
have a monster parade with floats and or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
bauds as the chief feature of the day. the chairman of the Membership comof mittee. No. 1331-Many Italians will close their places
fJ
business and among them the day will
TTeNRYS8'"dELIVERY
be a holdlday.
TELL

w&'w?i

000

of

45c.

Food License

61

ILL

1918.

Lois
Final Surveys Completed Yes- -:
Local Relief Organization
Taylor,
EnFrom
Rev,
the
and
Sum
of
Neat
Realize
Daughter
terday by Gounty Engineer;
Mrs, Taylor, Iniured; Fathto File Plot With City Clerk
tertainment Bureau to Give
25
and Start Improvements,
Here
er
Convention,
May 24,
Attending
Programs

flour, Corn flour. Rye flour.

fb--

CHAUTAUQUA

AVE.

SI8 WK.ST CENTRAL

A

Monday, May 20,

i

d

s.

STOhE

WARD'S

GROCERY

CRESCENT

ROBERT JONES
Coal and South Walter

HOMER II. WARli
Marble Avenue

SI 5

Phone

Phone

57

chau-taqti-

fire department.
known.

3 lbs.

$1.00
Palladino &Co.

Groceries
601 W. Tijeraa.

oi1

afeaw

Phones

495-49-

6

Lungdon is the first
woman to be appointed service inspector on the western and northern
district cf the Santa Fe railroad. News
of her appointment was received at
the local station here yesterday. .She
is assistant to Tim O'Leary, superintendent of special service for the
Santa Fe railroad and her headquarter will be at La Junta. Her duties
will bo mainly to travel over the district and see that the lady passengers
have all necessary conveniences.
-- w. s. s.- -

Undertakers

LOCAL

BLK.

un-

by "Joy riders."
Miss Genevieve

Strong Brothers
75.
STRONG
AND SECOND.

is

.Mrs. Charles A. KpiCKs of Las Vegas,
accompanied by her two sons, arrived
in Albuquerque yesterday from Camp
Kearny, whore she wu visiting u son
who is stationed there. They are making the trip home by automobile.
James Watson reported to the police
at midnight that his automobile had
been stolen from the curb on North
Fourth street earlier In the evening.
Thirty minutes later the police found
the cur near Marbel avenue and First
street, where it had been abandoned

Monarch Coffee,

Meucci,

The cause

COPPER

ITEMS

Undelivered

Telegrams

Tourlt lunchei. Pullman

Cafe.
The following messages remain unMartin & Thorn Taxi. Phono '273
at the office of the Western
delivered
F. Tyler of Uoswell, N. M., is in the
Cnion Telegraph company, because of
city on business.
insufficient address:
W. M. Kellar, of Los Lunas, N. M.,
C. K. Campbell,
is visiting friends here.
John A. Donald,
N.
XI.,
8. F. Stacker, of Crown Point,
W. C. Kimble,
S. G, Savage,
arrived here last night.
Mrs. W. 8. Uurke has returned from
E. Greathouse,
u six months visit in Maine.
M. T. McGriff,
Miss Maud McLean and sifter left
Jack Hampden,
Charles Wallace.
Saturday night for Gallup, X. M.
w. s. s
William Clnrkson of Gallup. N. M..
is spending a few days In AlbuqueiSOLDIERS GET

IgORT

Kill?,

H. SI. Sims, of Beten, N. M.. Is
spending several days here on business.
Born yesterday to Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Lovato of Old Albuqueruue, u

daughter.

Born Friday night to Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Burgas, 1115 South Second
street, a son.
to ,, Mr. and Mrs.
Born yesterday
South Fifth
720
.Manuel Gallegos,
street, a daughter.
John Livingston of Magdalena, who
was in Albuquerque Saturday, left for
home yesterday.
U. V. Browning of Moriarty, N. M.,
who arrived in Albuquerque. Saturday,
left for home yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Stewart ( Las
Vegas, arrived here yesterday afternoon for a short stay.
of Belen was
Miss Lorene Severn
'siting friends in Albuquerque y cuter,
dav. She formerly lived here.
Mis. L. J. Leffler, SO'.t North Eleventh street, and mother, have returned
from a trip to tire petrified forest in
Arizona.
Dr. Walter Hough, curator of the
.Smithsonian institute at Washington,
Saturday.
I. Cv was in Albuquerque.
He left Saturday nigh fur the ApAhe
country.
Harry Ackeriuan, who recently resigned his position as assistant secretary of the Y. M. C. A., to enter the
uriny Y. M. C. A. service, left for El
Puo last night.
George Abousternar and Miss Margarita Mestos were married in Helen,
N. M., Friday morning at 10 o'clock,
according to Information which was!
received here yesterday.
Mrs. Edgar Bass, 717 South Edith
street, and daughter, Mrs. Ruth Price,
left yesterday for their native state,
Louisiana, where they will visit relatives for about three months.
The Women of the American Army
will hold their regular meeting at
army headquarters, Third street and
Gold avenue, at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon. All members are urged to be
present.
Joseph McCanna, paying teller of
the Stato National bank, who enlisted
in the naval reserve corps and left
for El Paso to take the final examination, has returned home. Ho Is to
await call to active duty.
The regular meeting of the. Albuquerque encampment, No. 4, I. O. O.
P., will be held at 8 o'clock tonight.
All members are. urged to be pres.
out as officers will be nominated for
the ensuing term.
Mineral Lodge No. 4. Knights of
Pythias, will hold a regular session
at 8 o'clock tonight. Work will be
given in the esquire rank. All members are urged to be present. Visiting
members are welcome.
Fire slightly damaged the Angolus
hotel at 5:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon. A closet filled with paper was
in flames
discovered
which were
quickly extinguished by the Central

Springer Transfer
..

Co.

For

Sand and Gravel

FASTENED IN MUD OF
TRENCHES ON FRONT
Short soldiers often get stuck in the
mud while fighting in the trenches
in France, said Lieut. R. D. Miller of
the Canadian forces, who was in the
city last night, and other soldiers often have to go to their assistance.!
Lieutenant Miller was en route to
where he will be the chief
Red
the
speaker today when
Cross drive, opens. Lieut. Miller was
in the fighting for three years and is
in America only to recuperate from
wounds and a nervous breakdown.
d
"The stout and
men,"
lie said, "have more trouble in getting stuck in the mud than do the thin
ellows and we often have to go to
their assistance before they can move.
"No man's land is almost porous
from old trenches and whenever Hip
allies get on higher ground than the
Huns, we make an opening from the
trench into one of these old ditches
and let the wafer run down into the
enemy's trench. The Huns did this to
us once but the allies are fighting, on
higher ground now and the danger of
their repeating this act is not so
short-legge-

great."
Lieutenant Miller's opinion Is that
the war will last for several years.

AIBUQUUE&MEN

a

Also "HER HUSBAND'S WIFE"

,

B THEATER

PERFECTION Presents

"rilDDrWT I7irrUTC

ivuii j

Dr. M, K. Wylder and M. E. Hickey,
both of this city, each delivered two
addresses at Red Cross meetings yesThe men motored yesterday
terday.
morning to Estaneia, N. M., where
they spoke at a Red Cross mass meeting in the Methodist church. Approx
imately 500 persons were crowded
into the church and many stood outside, unable to get in the building.
From Estaneia the men, accompanied by Attorney Ayers of Estaneia,
drove to Moriarty, N. M., where they
spoke again yesterday afternoon at a
similar meeting.
The men made the round-tri- p
by
motor car, driving 143 miles.
-

DEATHS AND FUNERALS.
II. Hrayanson.
J. H. Brayanson, 42 years old, died
yesterday at his home In the Highlands. He came here a few months
ago from Cleveland,, O., for his health.
His wife was with him at his death.
The body was removed to the Fred
Collott undertaking rooms. Funeral
arrangements have not jbecn comT.

pleted.
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